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PREFACE 
It is with great pride and pleasure that I present, on behalf of 
the Sarita Kenedy East Law Library, this first edition of the Rare 
Book and Special Collections Bibliography. This publication was 
authored by Beatrice Citron, Rare Book Librarian, and contains a 
detailed listing and description of the Library's rar~ books. 
This Bibliography represents a milestone in the development of 
the Library's rare and special collections since it provides an 
extraordinarily useful access tool for those collections. It also-
coincides with the renovation of the Library's Rare Book Room which 
was not completed at the time the Sarita Kenedy East Law Library was 
constructed in 1984 with funds donated by the John G. and Marie Stella 
Kenedy Memorial Foundation. This room will provide the optimal 
environment for the scholarly research of the Library's rare legal 
materials. Special thanks are owed to Dean James N. Castleberry, Jr. 
who obtained the additional funding for the renovation. 
Robert L. Summers, Jr. 
Professor of Law 
Director of the Law Library 
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INTRODUCTION 
This Bibliography lists the rare books of the Sarita Kenedy 
East Law Library alphabetically by author, with information 
concerning the title, date, place of publication, and Library of 
Congress classification number. This is often followed by brief 
notes of interest including references to the sources of 
information. We have noted donors whenever we are aware of their 
names, but regretably early records of past donations are not 
complete. This bibliography will be supplemented as needed. The 
illustrations are taken from our collection of rare books. 
Due to generous gifts, this somewhat eclectic collection 
includes a volume of the Pandecta printed in Venice in 1591, a 
first edition of Blackstone's Commentaries, Coke's Reports, Spanish 
law such as Las Siete Partidas and Spanish Colonial Law, early 
Texas law and an anti-trust law book written and signed by 
President William Howard Taft. 
criteria for designating an item as "rare" are broad, numerous 
and subjective. Among those used as general guidelines are date of 
publication or age, the prominence of the author, market value or 
cost, content, association value, scarcity or uniqueness, physical 
condition and quality. 
A rare book collection is essential to a good research 
library. Three propositions must be understood: (1) rare books 
must be handled differently from ordinary books; (2) a collection 
of great rare books will only maintain value if it receives 
sustained attention; and (3) the people responsible for a rare book 
collection must be imbued with the concept of rare books as 
treasurable objects. In order to protect and preserve the rare 
books it is necessary that their use be restricted and subject to 
rules of use. Please see the Law Library's Rare Book Handbook for 
complete information on such rules. 
Beatrice S. Citron 
Reference/Rare Book Librarian 
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Adamiak, Richard. The Law Book Price Guide. 
Chicago: Adamiak, 1983. 
The New Encyclopedia Britannica, 15th Ed. Chicago: 
Benton, 1974. 
Catalogue of Frognal Rare Books. London, England. 
The Guide to American Law. St. Paul: West, 1983. 
Lynch, James, D. The Bench and Bar of Texas. St. 
Louis: Nixon-Jones, 1885. 
MacDonell, John, Sir. Great Jurists of the World. 
Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1914. 
Marke, Julius J. A Catalogue of the Law Collection 
at New York University With Selected 
Annotations. New York: The Law Center of 
N.Y.U., 1953. 
Marvin, J.G. Legal Bibliography or a Thesaurus of 
American, English, Irish, and Scotch Law Books. 
Philadelphia: Johnson, 1847~ 
Mersky, Roy M. Collecting and Managing Rare Law 
Books. New York: Glanville, 1981. 
National Union Catalogue, (Mansell, Pre-1956 
imprints) U.S.A. 
Catalogue of Robert H. Rubin Books. Brookline, 
Mass. 
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Addison, C. G. (Charles Greenstreet), d. 1866. 
A treatise on the law of torts. Reprinted from the last London ed. 
with full American notes by H. G. Wood. Jersey City, N.J.: F. D. Linn, 
1881. 2 v. KF1250.A72 
First edition published in 1860 under title: Wrongs and their 
remedies. This work appeared in many subsequent editions. 
Addison, C. G. (Charles Greenstreet), d. 1866. 
Addison on torts: a treatise on wrongs and their remedies. 6th ed. 
by Horace Smith, with American notes by H.G. Wood. New York: Banks & 
Bros., 1887. 2 v. KF1250.A72 
Harke 861. 
Amos, Sheldon, 1835-1886. 
The science of law. 4th ed. London: Kegan Paul, 1879. 417 p. (The 
International scientific series; v. 10) K230.A56 S34 
Amos meant this for the "non-law" student; he held Austin's chair at 
University College and was a well known English jurist of his day. Harke 
899. 
Appleton, Lewis. 
The foreign policy of Europe. London: Simpkin, Harshall, Hamilton, 
Kent, [1892}. 408 p. JXl542.A66 
Inscribed by author. From HcLaugh1in Collection. 
Armas y Saenz, Ramon de. 
Codigo de comercio: comentado. Habana: Impr. "La Razon" , 1886. 704 p. 
KGNl063.A29 1886 A52 
"The Commercial Code was extended to Cuba and Puerto Rico by Royal 
Decree of January 28, 1886 ... " From contemporary handwritten notes on 
inside front· cover. NUC shows 2 copies. Gift of Hrs. Erline Lagueruela. 
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[Auckland, William Eden, 1st Baron], 1744-1814. 
Principles of penal law. London: Printed for B. White and T. Cadell, 
1771. 300 p. KD7882.A98 
First edition of the first book in English to consider reform of 
criminal law in a systematic and philosophical manner. " ... a pioneer 
treatise ... " Harke 1055; " .. . justly admired work ... " Harvin 288. Probably 
one of a number of copies printed for presentation. Contemp. bookplate. 
Rubin. 
Austin, John, 1790-1855. 
The province of jurisprudence determined. Birmingham: The Legal 
Classsics Library, 1984. 391 p. K230.A9 P76 
Special limited edition reprint with "Notes from the editors" 
booklet. Originally published: London: John Hurray, 1832. 
Bailey, William H. (William Henry), b. 1831. 
The onus probandi, preparation for trial, and the right to open and 
conclude. New York: Banks & Brothers, 1886. 712 p. KF8939.B34 
Barbour, Oliver Lorenzo, 1811-1889. 
An analytical digest of the equity cases decided in the courts of the 
several states, and of the United States ... in the courts of Chancery and 
Exchequer in England and Ireland, and the Privy Council and House of 
Lords, from Hilary term, 1822: and forming, with the third edition of 
Bridgeman's digest, a complete abstract of all the American, English and 
Irish equity reports, down to 1836 by O.L. Barbour and E.B. Harrington. 
Springfield, Hass.: G. and C. Merriam, 1837. 3 v. KF399.B37 
This digest was in general use in th U.S. and held in high repute. 
Marvin 92. Spine title: Equity digest. 
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Barton, Charles, 1768-1843. 
Barton's history of a suit in equity, from its commencement to its 
final termination. Rev. and enl. by James P. Holcombe. Cincinnati: Derby, 
Bradley, 1847. 279 p. K247.B37 
Gift of Will A. Horris. Original sheepskin. "Useful historical 
treatise." Harvin 98. Harke 520. 
Batts, R.L. (1864-1935) 
Batts' annotated revised civil statute.s of Texas, 1895 ... : adopted at 
the regular session of the Twenty-fourth Legislature, .. . the history of 
Texas legislation, and digesting all decisions of the Appellate courts of 
Texas, and of the courts of the United States construIng Texas statutes. 
Austin, Tex.: E. von Boeckmann Pub. Co., 1897-1899. KFT1230.5.B37 
V. 1 is gift of Will A. Horris. V. 2 Is gift of Charles W. Truehart. 
Batts, R.L. (1864-1935) 
See Buckler, C.N. A CivIl Digest . .. [2nd Ed.] 
Beach, Charles Fisk, 1854-1934. 
A manual of the law of wills: as determined by the leading courts of 
England and the United States. San Francisco: Bancroft-Whitney, 1888. 605 
p. Spine title: The law of wills. KF755.B42 
Harke 499. 
Beck, Johann Ludwig Wilhelm, 1786-1869. 
Corpus juris civilis: Editio stereotypa ex offcina Caroli 
Tauchnitii ... Lipsiae (Leipzig): apud O. Onobloch, 1829-1837. 2 v. 
KJAl062.2.A2 
Compilation of Roman Law under Justinian I (483-565). Library has 
vol. 1. of this edition. 
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Bench and Bar Review. 
1 Issue (Jan. 1874). Baltimore: Atkinson Schaumburg, 1874. K2 
.E63 
Continued by: The Forum. Bound with later title. Spine title: Forum 
law review. Reprint cataloged as The Forum (Bench and bar review). 
Bentham, Jeremy, 1748-1832. 
An introduction to the principles of morals and legislation. 
Birmingham, Ala.: Legal Classics Library, 1986. Notes From the Editors 
booklet. B1574.B34 157 
Special limited edition reprint. Originally published: London: T. 
Payne and Son, 1789. 
Berring, Robert C., editor. 
Great American law reviews, edited with commentary. Birmingham, Ala.: 
The Legal Classics Library 1984. 937 p. KF2ll.G73 
Special limited edition with Notes from the editors booklet. 
Bigelow, Melville Madison, 1846-1921. 
Elements of the law of torts for the use of students. 2nd ed., 
Boston: Little, Brown, 1882. 360 p. KF1250.B474 
" .. . well adapted to beginners in the law" by respected author and 
legal statesman. Harke 862. 
Bigelow, Melville Madison, 1846-1921. 
History of procedure in England from the Norman conquest: the Norman 
period (1066-1204). Boston: Little, Brown, 1880. (Charles Dickens Crystal 
Palace Press) 411 p.; KD6854.B53 
"First edition. A classic pioneer work" Rubin. "In the appendix ... is 
a useful collection of Norman writs and charters relating to the 11th and 
12th centuries ... " Harke 296. 
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Bishop, Joel Prentiss, 1814-1901. 
The doctrines of the law of contracts, in their principal outlines, 
stated, illustrated, and condensed. St. Louis: Thomas, 1878. 386 p. 
KF80l.B53 
First edition by author of greatly esteemed treatises. Harke 417. 
Blackstone, Henry 
See Great Britain. Court of Common Pleas. 
Blackstone, William, Sir, 1723-1780. 
Commentaries on the laws of England. 1st ed. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1765-1769. 4 v. KD660.B549 
First edition of a series of lectures which systemized and clarified 
the entire body of English common law for the first time. Considered the 
most comprehensive and influential treatise, Blackstone's work represented 
a tremendous advance in the study of English law and had a profound effect 
in the U.S. as well. Guide; Harvin 21; Harke 34. Gift of Ronald J. 
Herrmann. 
Blackstone, William, Sir, 1723-1780. 
Commentaries on the laws of England. Birmingham, Ala.: The Legal 
Classics Library, 1983. 4 v. Notes from the editors booklet. KD660.B55 
Special limited edition reprint of: Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1765. 
Blackstone, William, Sir, 1723-1780. 
Reports of Cases. See Great Britain. Courts. (2 editions) 
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Blount, Thomas, 1618-1679. 
A law dictionary. Interpreting such difficult and obscure words and 
terms, as are found either in our common or statute, ancient or modern 
lawes. (London: Printed by T. Newcomb) 1670. 300 p. K50.B56 
Blount was a catholic, excluded from practice of law, known as a 
diligent researcher. This is a first edition of his dictionary, bound in 
calf. A gift of Ronald Herrmann in honor of Charles L. Smith, first St. 
Mary's law graduate elected President of the State Bar of Texas. 
Bluntschli, Johann Caspar, 1808-18B1. 
Le droit international codifie; traduit de l'allemand par C. Lardy; 
prbecbedbe d'une biographie de l'auteur par Alph. Rivier. 4th ed., rev. et 
tr'es augm. Paris: Librairie Guillaumin, 1886. 606 p. JX1268.B45 
From McLaughlin Collection. Author was famous Swiss jurist whose 
treatises on international law are invaluable. Marke 566. 
Bracton, Henry de, d. 1268. 
Henrici de Bracton De legibvs et consuetudinibus Angliae, libri 
quinque ... Londini: Typis Milonis Flesher & Roberti Young, 1640. 444 p. 
Spine title: Bracton's De legibus. KD600.B73 
"This is a complete Treatise upon the law of England as it [then] 
existed .. . common , .. . civil, and ... canon law in juxtaposition .. . many copies 
of it were in circulation, with additions and notes by various hands, 
before it was printed ... [in] 1569." Marvin 140. " .. . by far the greatest of 
our medieval law books ... " Bracton has been called "the father of English 
Common Law." Marke 35. 
Brockenbrough, John White. b. 1778 
See'United States. Circuit Court (4th) for Brockenbrough's report of 
"Marshall's decisions." 
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Broom, Herbert, 1815-1882. 
A selection of legal maxims: classified and illustraced. 3rd ed. 
Philadelphia: Johnson, 1852. 607 p. KD3l5.B791 
"Accepted classic" Harke 1210. "The very best book of the kind." 
Harvin 952. 
Browne, Causten, 1828-1909. 
A treatise on the construction of the Statute of frauds: as in force 
in England and the United States .. . 2nd ed., carefully rev., with extensive 
additions. Boston: Little, Brown, 1863. 566 p. KF810.B76 
Spine title: Statute of frauds. Marke 307. 
Bryce, James Bryce, Viscount, 1838-1922. 
The American commonwealth. Birmingham, Ala.: Legal Classics Library, 
1987. 2 v. JK246.B79 
Special limited edition with "Notes from the editors" booklet; 
reproduction of the 1888 edition by Macmillan and Co. 
Buckler, C. N. 
A civil digest of the Texas reports: embracing the opinions in 
Dallam, volumes 1 to 85 inclusive of the Supreme Court reports (including 
the 25th Texas supplement), and first two volumes of the reports of the 
Courts of Civil Appeals, the four volumes of the Condensed reports by 
White and Willso"n, and two volumes of unreported cases. Kansas City, MO: 
Hudson Kimberly, 1894. 3 v. KFT1257.B82 
First edition of early Texas digest. Library also has two volume 
second edition with additional reports digested under direction of R.L. 
Batts, published by Gammel of Austin, TX in 1900. 
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Bur1age, John, compo 
Abstracts of valid land claims, compiled from the records of the 
General Land Office, and Court of Claims, of the State of Texas, by John 
Burlage and J.B. Hollingsworth. Austin: J. Harshall, 1859. 670 p. 
KFT13l4.AlB8 
Coverage is through Sept. 1, 1858. Includes descriptions of titles 
issued by governments of Spain and Hexico; headright certificates; bounty 
and donation warrants. Arranged by type of documents. 
Bur1amaqui, J. J. (Jean Jacques), 1694-1748. 
The principles of natural and politic law; translated into English by 
Hr. Nugent. 4th ed., rev. and cor. Boston: Printed by Joseph Bumstead, 
1792. 2 V. in 1. 424 p. Spine title: Burlamaqui Principles. JC189.B87 
"First American edition of a classic statement of natural law 
doctrine, with ... material on international law and constitutional law. 
Burlamaqui was a source of inspiration for liberal constitutional theory 
in America .. . Copy [belonged] to Hoses Ogden Edwards, N.Y. State justice 
and graduate of the Litchfield Law School." Rubin. 
Butler, Charles, 1750-1832. 
On the legality of impressing seamen 3rd ed., with additions partly 
by Lord Sandwich. London: 1824. 63 p. KD6133.B87 
Revision of 2nd ed. of 1778. Harvin 167. From HcLaughlin Collection. 
Calvo, Carlos, 1822-1906. 
Le droit international theorique et pratique: precede d'un expose 
historique des progres de la science du droit des gens. 4 ed., rev~ et 
comp1etee. Paris: Guillaumin et Cie.; Berlin: Puttkammer et Huhhlbrecht, 
1887-1888. 5 v. JX2984.D76 
Library also has vol 6 (Supplement General) of the 5th ed. (1896). 
From HcLaughlin Collection. Important International Law work. Harke 566. 
Advanced "Ca1vo Doctrine" of this Argentine diplomat and legal scholar. 
Ency. Brit. 469. 
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Cardozo, Benjamin N. (Benjamin Nathan), 1870-1938. 
Cardozo on the law. Birmingham, Ala.: Gryphon Editions, Ltd., 1982. 
1 v. in various pagings; KF380.C37 
Special limited edition of the Legal Classics Library with Notes 
from editors booklet. 
Castillo Velasco, Jose Maria del, 1820-1883. 
Apuntamientos para el estudio del derecho constltuclonal mexicano. 
Mexico: Imprenta del Gobierno en Palacio, 1871. 860 p. KGC .C65C34 
Mexican Constitutional Law. Kelso gift; original half leather. 
Cawley, William, fl. 1680. 
The laws of Q. Elizabeth, K. James, and K. Charles the First: 
concerning Jesuites, seminary priests, recusants, & c., and concerning the 
oaths of supremacy and allegiance explained .. . London: Printed for J. 
Wright, and P. Chiswell, 1680. 267, 36 p. KD4l02.C3 AJO 
First edition. Marvin 180. Spine title: Laws concerning Jesuits. 
Inscription back of title dated 1682. Contemp. calf. 
Chitty, Joseph, Jr. ·d. 1838. 
A practical treatise on the law of contracts, not under seal; and 
upon the usual defences to actions thereon; with corrections and 
additional references by' a member of the Mass. Bar. 3rd American edition 
with copious notes of recent English and American decisions by Francis J. 
Troubat. Phila.: Grigg & Elliot, 1834. [490] p. KD1554.C48 
"As a book of reference it is preeminently better than any existing 
treatise on the law of contracts" Marvin 194. "In England, still current, 
it ran to more than 21 editions, and was copiously printed in many 
American State Editons, such as this one for Mass. and Penna. Common 
Lawyers." Mers ky, 31. Marke 417. 
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Clark, George, 1841-1 
The criminal laws of Texas: comprising the Penal Code and Code oE 
Criminal Procedure, as published by authority, with annotations oE all 
decisions in criminal cases from Dallam to Eighth Court of Appeals reports 
inclusive. Waco: W.C. Watkins, 1881. 710 p. KFT176l.A3 C55 
Clark was a Waco Criminal lawyer, who served as Texas Secretary oE 
State, Attorney General, and judge of the Court of Appeals. Lynch 356. 
Cocke, William Alexander. 1874-1 
The Bailey controversy in Texas: with lessons from the political 
lifestory of a fallen idol. San Antonio, Tex.: Cocke Co., 1908. 2v. 
E664.B2C63 
Gift of Rosemary Anderson Son in memory of Preston Lewis Anderson. 
Coke, Edward, Sir, 1552-1634. 
Les reports de Edward Coke L'attorney generall Ie Roigne [1572-1617J 
de diuers resolutions, & judgements domnes avec graund deliberation, ... 
London: 1600- 11 v. KD200 1572 .C6A2 
Library has a complete set, nearly all in first edition, uniformily 
bound in contemp. calf; a gift of Ronald J. Herrmann. First published in 
11 volumes beLweeen 1600-1617, they were so highly regarded as to be cited 
simply as "Reports." All are in French, with the pleadings in Latin, and 
each has a preface by Coke in Latin and English. Part 5 also contains a 
treatise "Of the King's ecclesiasticall law" NUC, Marvin 209, Marke 23. 
Coke, Edward, Sir, 1552-1634. 
Reports of Sir Edward Coke, Knt. in English, in thirteen parts 
complete; .. . translated and compared with the first and last edition in 
French ... To which are now added the respective pleadings, in English. The 
whole newly revised and carefully corrected and translated with many 
additional notes and references by George Wilson. Dublin: Printed For J. 
Moore, 1793. 7 v. KD2001572 .C6A2 
A reprint of George Wilson's 1776-77 edition. Marke 24, Marvin 209. 
The 12th and 13th reports were added many years after Coke's death and not 
finished or prepared by him for publication. 
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Coke, Edward, Sir, 1552-1634. 
The first part of the Institutes of the lawes of England: Or, A 
commentarie upon Littleton. London: Printed for Soc. of Stationers, 1628. 
395 p., French and English text in parallel columns. Printed on double 
leaves. KD600.C64 
First edition. "Coke Littleton" far overshadows rest of the 
institutes and "has exercised a most wonderful and abiding influence upon 
the common law ... [Coke] has gathered most that was valuable from all the 
books that existed pertinent to the subJect .. . adding his own reflections, 
which have commanded equal respect ... " Harvin 205. "UntIl he undertook t::he 
task, no man since the time of Henry Bracton had attempted to give a 
complete exposition of English law." Harke 35. 
Coke, Edward, Sir, 1552-1634. 
The first part of the institutes of the laws of England. Birmingham, 
Ala.: Legal Classics Library, 1985. 2 v.; "Notes from the editors" 
booklet. KD600.C64 
Special limited edition reprint. Originally published: London: 
printed for J. & W.T. Clarke; R. PheneYi and S. Brooke, 1823. 
Collier, William Miller, 1867-1956. 
The law of bankruptcy and the National Bankruptcy Act of 1898: a 
treatise on the principles and practices of the law of bankruptcy as 
embodied in the new National Bankruptcy Act::: with citations to all 
applicable cases decided under the former United States bankruptcy acts, 
many English decisions, and extended notes and comments ... Albany, N.Y.: 
H. Bender, 1898. 586 p. Spine title: Collier on bankruptcy. KF1524.C61 
First edition of important work. "one of America's great text books." 
Harke 442. 
Cooley, Thomas MCIntyre, 1824-1898. 
A treatise on the law of taxation: including the law of local 
assessments. Chicago: Callaghan and Co., 1881. 741 p. Spine title: Cooley 
on taxation. KF6289.C66 
First edition of many. Cooley was one of the ten judges ranked first 
in American judicial history by Roscoe Pound. Denman gift. 
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Cooley, Thomas McIntyre, 1824-1898. 
Constitutional limitations. Birmingham, Ala.: Legal Classics Library, 
1987. 720 p. "Notes from the editors" booklet. KF4600.C66 
Special limited edition reprint. Originally published: A treatise on 
the constitutional limitations which rest upon the legislative power of 
the States of the American Union. Boston: Little, Brown, 1868. 
Cooper, Thomas, 1759-1839. 
The Institutes of Justinian: with notes. 3rd ed., with additional 
notes and references by a member of the New York Bar. New York: J.S. 
Voorhies, 1852. 710 p. Latin and English in parallel columns. KJAI088.E5 
"The Institutes or Elements of the Roman [civil] law .. . contain the 
fundamental principles of the ancient law .. . for the use ... of law 
students .. . in [534 A.D.] ... it has ... been a model ... for every modern digest 
of municipal law. Marke 115. This noted legal author and jurist "contrasts 
Roman jurisprudence with that of the U.S." Marvin 432. 
Cora, Moreno 
Tratado de derecho mercantil Mexicano seguido de unas breves nociones 
de derecho internacional privado mercantil. Mexico: Herrero Hermanos 
Sucesores, 1905. 506 p. (Enciclopedia juridica Mexicano: Segunda serie) 
KGFl059.C67 
Mexican Corr~ercial Law. Kelso gift. Spine title: Derecho Mercantil. 
First edition. 
Corpus Juris Civilis. 
See Beck, Johann LudWig Wilhelm for 1829 Leipzig edition and Cooper, 
Thomas for 1852 American edition of the Institutes. 
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Corpus Juris Civilis. Digesta (Pandecta) 
Pandectarvm sec digestorvm ivris civilis quibus lurifprudentia ex 
veteribus lureconfultis defumpta libris 1 continetur; Tomus secundus. Quod 
infortiatum vulgo appellant ... Venice: Posterma, 1591. 1388 p. KJF .C55P3 
"The Digest, or Pandects, is a vast abridgement, in fifty books, of 
the decisions of praetors, and the writings and opinions of the ancient 
sages of the law ... the embodied wisdom of the Roman people in civil 
jurisprudence for near 1200 years; and the European world has ever since 
had recourse to it for authority and direction ... " Harke 114. Library has 
vol. 2. Original embosed binding; red and black print. Gift of· Lt. Col. 
Farrell B. Anderson. 
Cowper. Francis. 
Topolski's legal London; with a foreword by Lord Birkett. London: 
Published for "The Lawyer" by Stevens, 1961. 76 p. KD460. C68 
Library has copy #2 of 100 signed by author and artist. 
Curran. John Philpot, 1750-1817 
For speeches, see Phillips, Charles. Irish Eloquence . 
De Hart, William Chetwood, 1800-1848. 
Observations on military law: and the constitution and practice of 
courts martial, with a summary of the law of evidence, as applicable to 
military trials: adapted to the laws, regulations and customs of the army 
and navy of the United States. New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1869, 1846. 
433 p. KF7209.D43 
First edition listed in Harvin 261; other printings in Harke 723 and 
Adamiak 231. 
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Dictionary. 
See Rastell, John and Blount, Thomas. For Spanish Law Dictionary see 
Escriche y Martin, J. 
Dictionary. 
The Law-French dictionary alphabetically digested ... to which is 
added, the law-Latin dictionary ... 2nd ed., corr. and enl. [London} In the 
Savoy: Printed by Eliz. Nutt and R. Gosling 1718. 1 v. 648 p. K52.F7L37 
Second edition of the first Law-French dictionary, a "pioneering 
effort". Contains approximately 18,000 entries, arranged alphabetically, 
with an even more extensive Law-Latin dictionary appended, with caption 
title: "The Pleader's Dictionary" Marke 1202, Marvin 450. 
Domingo de Morato, Domingo Ramon. 
Estudios de ampliacion de la historia de los codigos espanoles, y de 
sus instituciones sociales, civiles y politicas. 3rd ed. Valladolid: HiJos 
de Rodriguez, 1884. 376 p. KKT120.D65 
Spine title: Historia de los codigos espanoles. Spanish Law. Gift of 
Mrs. Erline Lagueruela. 
Drone, Eaton S. (Eaton Sylvester), 1842-1917. 
A treatise on the law of property in intellectual productions. 
Birmingham, Ala.: Legal Classics Library, 1987. 774 p.; with Notes from 
editors booklet. K1420.5.D76 
Special limited edition. Reproduction of the 1879 edition by Little, 
Brown and Company. 
Eden, Frederick. 
An historical sketch of the international policy of modern Europe: as 
connected with the principles of the law of nature and of nations, 
concluding with some remarks on the Holy Alliance. London: J. Murray, 
1823. JX1345.E33 
Marvin 288. From McLaughlin Collection. 
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Eden, William, 1744-1814. 
See Auckland, William Eden, First Baron. 
Egger, Emile, 1813-1885. 
Etudes historique sur les traites publics chez les Grecs st chez les 
Romains ... Nouv. ed. Paris: A. Durand, 1866. 320 p. Spine title: Traites 
publics chez les Grecs et les Romains. JX2005 .E44 
Marke 587. First published in 1861 under title: Memoire historique 
sur les traites publics dans l'antiquite ... Inscription by author on 
flyleaf dated 3/6/1867. From McLaughlin Collection. 
Ericson, Joe E. (1925-) 
Judges of the Republic of Texas (1836-1846): a biographical 
directory. Dallas, Tex.: Taylor Pub. Co., 1980. 350 p. KF354.T4E74 
Signed by author; "Collector's Edition #77 of 100." 
Erskine, Thomas Erskine, Baron, 1750-1823. 
Speeches of Lord Erskine while at the bar. Edited by James L. High. 
Birmingham: Legal Classics Library, 1984. 4 v. in 2. DA522.E7 
Special limited edition reprint with Notes from the editors booklet. 
Originally published: Chicago: Callaghan, 1876. 
Escolano de Arrieta, Pedro 
Practica del consejo real en el despacho de los negocios consultivos, 
instructivos y contenciosos: con distincion de los que pertencen al cosejo 
pleno, 0 a cada sala en particular: y las formulas de las cedulas, 
provisiones y certificaciones respectivas ... obra postuma. Madrid: La Viuda 
e Hijo de Marin, 1796. 2 v. KJD .H35E83 
Spanish politics and government handbook. Kelso gift. 
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Escriche y Martin, Joaquin, 1784-1847. 
Diccionario razonado, de legislacion y jurisprudencia. Novisima ed.; 
corregida notablemente y aumentada con nuevos articulos, notas y adiciones 
sobre el derecho Americano por Don Juan B. Guim. Paris; Mexico: Libreria 
de Ch. Bouret, 1885. 1543 p. KKT26.E72 
Spanish Law Dictionary 
Ferguson, Jan He1enus, 1826-1908. 
Manual of international law for the use of the navies, colonies and 
consulates. London: W.B. Whittingham & Co., 1884. 2 v. JX2502.F52M36 
Adamiak 318. From McLaughlin Collection. 
Fiore, Pasquale, 1837-1914. 
Derecho internacional privado princ~p~os para resolver los conflictos 
entre las leyes civiles, comerciales, judiciales y penales de los diversos 
estagos. Version espanola anotada por Don Alejo Garcia Moreno con un 
protogo del Vicente Romero y Giron. 2. ed. Madrid: F. Gongora, 1889-1904. 
6 v. JX288l.F56 
This is a Spanish translation of the work of the "Italian jurist and 
leading authority on international law, [who] showed the need for new 
categories of international law and a more precise statement of it." Ency. 
Brit. 4:146, Marke 356. Kelso gift. 
Fiore, Pasquale, 1837-1914. 
Tratado de derecho internacional publico: vertido al castellano y 
aumentado con notas y un apendice con los tratados entre Espana y las 
demas naciones por Alejo Garcia Moreno. 2. ed. Madrid: Centro Editorial de 
Gongora, 1894-1895. 4 v. JX288l.F567 
Translated into Spanish from the 3rd Italian edition. Harke 568. 
Kelso gift. 
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Fleta. 
Commentarius juris anglicani sic nuncupatus : sub Edwardo rege 
primo ... , ab anonymo conscriptus ... Subjungitur etiam Joannis Seldeni ad 
Fletam dissertatio historica, Londini: Typis M.F., 1647. 553 p.; KD600.S44 
First edition of one of the principal sources for the legal history 
of the period of Edw. I, edited by Selden from a unique manuscript written 
in the Fleet prison, and accompanied by Selden's own little treatise, 
dealing largely with the influence of Roman on English law. "Fleta ... was a 
concise account of the whole English law as it then . . 
prevailed ... and .. . illustrated some of [Bracton's] obscurities ... " Marvin 
314. Spine title: Fleta et dissert: ad Fletam. Contemp. calf, in a 
slip-case; annotated in contemp. hand. 
Force, Peter, 1790-1868. 
American archives: consisting of a collection of authentick records, 
State papers, debates, and letters and other notices of publick affairs, 
history of the ... North American colonies .. . American Revolution; and of the 
Constitution ... in six series .. . [Washington: St. Clair Clarke and Peter 
Force, 1837-53]; 9 v. (lst-3rd & 6th series never published. 5th series 
unfinished, ends with year 1776). E203.A5l 
Library has only vol. 2 of 4th series. Published October 1839 
containing correspondence, proceedings, etc. from 3/1/1875 to 8/1/1875. 
Original half leather. 
Fortescue, John, Sir, 13941-1476? 
De laudibus legum Ang1iae: a treatise in commendation of the laws of 
England with translation by Francis Gregor; notes by Andrew Amos; and a 
life of the author by Thomas (Fortescue) Lord Clermont. Birmingham, Ala.: 
The Legal Classics Library 1984. 302 p.; "Notes from the editors" booklet. 
KD600.F67 
Special limited edition reprint. Originally published: Cincinnati: 
Robert Clarke, 1874. English and Latin. 
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Forum Law Review. 
No.1 (Jan. 1874) - no. 8 (Oct. 1875). Baltimore: Henry Taylor & Co., 
1874-1875. 3 v. K2 .E63 ' 
Early U.S. law review which had only 8 issues. Issue no. 1 published 
as Bench and Bar Review. Issues 2-8 published as The Forum. 
France. 
The Code Napoleon. Birmingham, Ala.: Legal Classics Library, 1983. 2 
v.·in 1 "Verbally translated from the French .. . containing a succinct 
account of the civil regulations ... in the Jewish law, the ordinances of 
Menu, the Ta Tsing Leu Lee, the Zend Avesta, the laws of Solon, the twelve 
tables of Rome, the laws of the Barbarians, the Assisses of Jerusalem, and 
the Koran, by Bryant Barrett of Gray's Inn." KJV444.21804.A16 
Special limited edition reprint of 1811 edition, London: for W. Reed, 
Lincoln's Inn. 
France. Conseil d'Etat. 
(Recueil complet des) descours prononces lors de lapresentation du 
Code Civil: par les divers orateurs de Conseil d'Etat et du tribunat. 
Paris: Firmin Didot Freres, 1841. 2 v. KJV444.21804.A7F72 
Spine title: Code Napoleon. Vol. I - Discours. Vol. 2 - Discussion. 
Based on two collections compiled by Guillaume Jean Favard de Langlade. 
Gift of Mrs. Erline Lagueruela. . 
Galvan Rivera, Mariano, 1782-1876. 
Ordenanzas de tierras y aguas, 0 sea formu1ario geometrico-judicial 
para la designacion, establecimiento, mensura, amojonamiento y des1inde de 
las poblaciones y todas suertes de tierras, sitios, caballerias y 
criaderos de ganados mayores y menores y mercedes de agua ... 5 ed., 
corregida y augentada. Paris: b Libreria del Rosa y Bouret, 1868. 300 p. 
KGC .L25G3 
Basis of many Texas land claims. Kelso gift; Mod. calf. 
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Go1dast, Melchior, 1578-1635. (Go1dastius Haiminisfe1dius) 
Collectio constitutionum imperialium; ... recessus, ordinationes, 
decreta, rescripta, mandata, et edicta ... inde ab instauratione primae 
monarchiae germanae usque ad ... jurisdictione imperii et 
eccleslae .. . Francofurti ad Hoenum: J. A. JungH, 1713. 4 v. KD197.G64 
"Goldastius is owed much gratitude for his efforts. His knowledge of 
the public law of the empire and .. . the affairs of Germnay, together with 
his study of scarce books and old manuscripts, .. . judgement and erudition 
is worthy of the praise accorded to him." Frogne1 Catalogue 65 #330. 
Engraved title in red and black (vol. 1); vo1s. 2-4 engraved device on 
titles; v. 2 & 3 bound together. Gift of Ronald J. Herr.mann. 
Gray, Jobn Chipman. 1839-1915. 
The nature and sources of the law. New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1909. 332 p. {The Carpentier lectures] K237.G72 
Flyleaf inscribed by author (Royal Prof. of Law at Harvard). 
Graydon, William, 1759-1840. 
An abridgement of the laws of the United States: or, a complete 
digest of all such acts of Congress as concern the United States at large: 
to which is added, an appendix, containing, all existing treatises, the 
Declaration of Independence, the Articles of Confederation, the rules and 
articles for the government of the army, and the ordinance for the 
government of the territory north-west of the Ohio. Harrisburgh, (Penn.): 
Printed by John Wyeth, 1803-1813. 2 v. KF75.G72 
Library has v. 2; pasted on fly-leaf is a notice of "An Act 
supplementary to the acts heretofore passed .. . on naturalization .. . [Signed] 
H. Clay, F. Gery. July 30, 1813. Approved, James Hadison." Spine title: 
Graydon's digest. Harvin 345. Harke 57. 
Great Britain. Court of Common Pleas. 
Reports of cases argued and determined in the Courts of Common Pleas 
and Exchequer Chamber; from Hichaelmas term, 32d George III. 1791, to 
Hilary term, 36th George III. 1796 ... by Henry Blackstone, Esq. Dublin: P. 
Byrne, 1793,1796. 2 v. KD200 1791 .B4A2 
First edition. Harvin 128. Library has only vol. 2. 
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Great Britain. Court of Exchequer. 
Reports of cases concerning the revenue: argued and determined in the 
Court of Exchequer, from 'Easter term, 1743, to Hilary term, 1767: with an 
appendix, containing cases upon the same subject in former reigns: by Sir 
Thomas Parker, late lord chief baron of that court. Dublin: H.Watts, 
1791. 283 p. KD5320.A4 
Harke 22; Frognel Cat. 65 #593. 
Great Britain. Courts. 
Reports of cases determined in the several courts of 
Westminster-hall, from 1746 to 1779: taken and compiled by the honourable 
Sir William Blackstone; published according to the direction in his will, 
from his original manuscript ... with ... memoirs of his life. Dublin: 
Printed for Whitestone ret al.], 1781. 2 v. KD200 l746.B4 A27 
Spine title: Blackstone's Reports. 
Great Britain. Courts. 
Reports of cases determined in the several courts of 
Westminster-hall, from 1746 to 1779: by the Honourable Sir William 
Blackstone, with memoirs of his life. 2nd ed., rev, and corr., with 
copious notes and references, including some from the mss. of the late Hr. 
Serjt. Hill. By Charles Honeage Elsey. London: S. Sweet, ret al.], 1828. 2 
v. KD200 l746.B4 A27 . 
Original half leather. Spine title: Sir W. Blackstone's reports. 
Grotius, Hugo, 1583-1645. 
[De Jure belli et pacis.] The most excellent Hugo Grotius, his three 
books treating of the rights of war and peace: in the first .. . Whether any 
war be just: in the second ... The causes of war, both Just and unjust: in 
the third ... What in war is lawful ... Translated into English by William 
Evats. London: Printed by N.W. for T. Basset, 1682. 572 p. JX2093.G76x 
First English translation of a celebrated treatise. "No legal work 
ever enjoyed a more widely extended reputation ... [It was] an endeavor to 
digest a systematic Code, deeply imbued with morals and equity, for 
regulating the intercourse and reciprocal obligations of nations, in war 
and peace ... the fountain of International Law." Harvin 353. 
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Grotius. Hugo. 1583-1645. 
The law of war and peace. Birmingham. Ala.: Legal Classics Library, 
1984. 946 p. Notes from the editors booklet. JX2093.G76x 
Special limited edition facsim. of: De jure belli ac pacis 1ibri 
tres. Volume 2, The translation. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1925. 
Hale, Matthew. 
The history and analysis of the common law of England. Birmingham, 
Ala.: Legal Classics Library, 1987. 171 p.; Notes from the editors 
booklet. KD600.H34 
Special limited edition reproduction. Originally published: [London] 
In the Savoy: Printed by J. Nutt, 1713. 
Hall, Frederic, 1825-1898. 
The laws of Hexico: a compilation and treatise relating to real 
property, mines, water rights, personal rights, contracts, and 
inheritances. San Francisco: A.L. Bancroft, 1885. 840 p. Includes the 
Constitution of Mexico, effective Oct. 3, 1882: KGF327.H34 
Hall. J.W .• editor 
The trial of William Joyce. Birmingham, AL: Legal Classics Library, 
1987. 312 p., "Notes from the editors" booklet. KD373.J6 H34 
Special limited edition reproduction of 1946 edition by William Hodge 
and Co. (Notable British trials) 
Hall, Robert Gream. 
Essay on the rights of the Crown in the sea shore 2nd ed., rev. and 
corr., together with ... annot., and ref. to the later authorities in 
England, Ireland, Scotland, and the U.S. by Richard Loveland. With an 
appendix, containing: I. Lord Chief Justice Hale's 'De jure maris'" II. 
The case of Dickens v. Shaw, et al. London: Stevens & Haynes, 1875. 220 p. 
KD923.H34 
Harke 884. First edition 1830. Harvin 361. Orig. cover. Spine 
title: Hall on the sea shore. 
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Hall, William Edward, 1836-1894. 
A treatise on international law. 2nd ed. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1884. 738 p. Spine title: International law. JX2S24.T7 
From HcLaughlin Collection. First ed. (1880) published under title: 
International law. 
Hall, William Edward, 1836-1894. 
International law. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1880. 743 p. JX2524.16 
First edition of English authority for broad based principles that 
reached 8 editions. Harke 570. From HcLaughlin Collection. 
Hallam, Henry, 1777-1859. 
The constitutional history of England: from the accession of Henry 
VII to the death of George II. New ed. London: J. Hurray, 1872. 3 v. 
JN17S.H24 
"No one has made any sensible advance towards the enviable character 
of a sound constitutional lawyer, who is not thoroughly familiar with the 
work." Harvin 362. Original calf, gilt; inscription (1875). 
Hamilton, Alexander, 1751-1804, et al. 
The Federalist: a collection of essays, written in favour of the new 
Constitution: as agreed upon by the Federal convention, September 17, 
1787. Birmingham, Ala.: The Legal Classics Library, 1983. 2 v. in 1. Notes 
from the editors booklet. JK154.F42 
Special limited edition reprint. Originally published: New York: J. 
and A. HcLean, 1788. 
Harding, George R. 
A handy book of ecclesiastical law. London: J. Crockford, 1860. 135 
p. KD8643.H37 
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Harrison, Joseph, fl. 1740. 
The accomplish'd practiser in the High court of chancery: shewing the 
whole method of proceedings, ... Also the best forms and 
precedents .. . together with a list of the officers and their fees ... 4th ed. 
Also the proceeding upon a commission of Lunacy. Dublin: Sarah Cotter, 
1757-1759. 8th ed. by John Griffith Williams. Dublin: Henry Watts, 1791. 2 
v. KD6 939 . H3 
Library has vol. 1 of 8th ed. and vol. 2 of 4th ed. Harvin 371. 
" ... ra ther uncommon work . .. [ includes J an early chapter in the 
jurisprudence of Insanity." Adamiak 198, 294. 
Hartley, Oliver Cromwell, 1823-1859. 
A digest of the laws of Texas: to which is subjoined an appendix 
containing the acts of the Congress of the United States on the subjects 
of the naturalization of aliens, and the authentication of records, 
etc ... and to which are prefixed the constitutions of the United States, of 
the proviSional government of Texas, of the republiC of Texas, and of the 
state of Texas. Philadelphia: Thomas, Cowperthwait, 1850. 1041 p. 
KFT1238.H360 
Two copies: 1 copy gift of Prof. Black in memory of his father and 1 
copy gift of Prof. Reuschlein. 
Hilliard, Francis, 18081-1878. 
The law of mortgages, of real and personal property: being a general 
view of the English and American law upon that subject. Boston: Little, 
Brown, 1853. 2 v. KF695.H54 
First edition of at least four editions. Harke 193. Harvin 387. 
Hilliard, Francis, 18081-1878. 
The law of new trials, and other rehearings: including writs of 
error, appeals, etc. 2nd ed., rev. and greatly enl. Philadelphia: Kay & 
Brother, 1872. 833 p. KF9052.H65 
Harke 307; noted author of 19th century legal texts. 
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Holmes, Oliver Wendell, 1841-1935. 
The common law & other writings: including the common law, collected 
legal papers, speeches. Birmingham, Ala.: Legal Classics Library, 1982. 1 
v. "Notes from the editors" booklet. KF394.A2H62 
Special limited edition reprints of earlier editions with various 
dates. 
Houck, Louis, 1840-1925. 
A treatise on the law of navigable rivers. Boston: Little, Brown, 
1868. 235 p. KF5569.H68 
Adamiak 244. Spine title: Houck on rivers. 
Hudson, William, 15771-1635. 
A treatise of the Court of Star Chamber; edited by Francis Hargrave; 
with introduction by Thomas G. Barnes. Birmingham: The Legal Classics 
Library, 1986. Notes from the editors booklet. 239 p. KD8253.H82 
Special limited edition facsim. reprint. Originally published in: 
Collectanea juridica. London: Printed for E. and R. Brooke, 1792. 
Huson, Hobart, 1893-
District judges of Refugio County, Refugio, Tex.: Refugio Timely 
Remards, 1941. 115 p. F392.R45H7 
Special limited edition for subscribers to Judges' Portrait Fund, 
signed by the author. 
India. 
A penal code: prepared by the Indian Law Commissioners. Birmingham, 
AL: Legal Classics Library, 1987. 138 p. Notes from the editors booklet. 
KPN .C75152 
Special limited edition reproduction of the 1838 edition by Pelham 
Richardson, Cornhill. 
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Ives, Rollin Augustus, 1849-1881. 
A treatise on military law and the jurisdiction, constitution, and 
procedure of military courts, with a summary of the rules of evidence as 
applicable to such courts. 2nd ed. New York: D. Van Nostrand, 1879. 460 p. 
KF7209 .183 
Denman Gift; 1881 printing. 
Johns, Claude Hermann Walter, 1857-1920. 
Babylonian and Assyrian laws, contracts and letters. Birmingham, 
Ala.: Legal Classics Library, 1987. 424 p. Notes from the editors booklet. 
KPA .L27J54 
Special limited edition reproduction of the 1904 edition by T. & T. 
Clark. 
Jones, Samuel. 
A treatise on the right of suffrage: with an appendix. Boston: Otis, 
Broaders and Co., 1842. 274 p. JF835.J66 
"First edition. According to the author, his is the first such work 
on the topic. His point of view is conservative, attempting to steer 
midway between oligarchy and universal suffrage. The long appendix is an 
amusing 20th century utopia." Rubin. 
Kay, Joseph, 1821-1878. 
The law relating to shipmasters and seamen: their appointment, 
duties, powers, rights and liabilities. 2nd ed. by John William Mansfield 
and George William Duncan. London: Stevens & Haynes, 1894. 825 p. 
Catalogue of Law works published by Stevens and Haynes appended. 
KD1820.K39 
Author's signature on title page. 
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Kinne, Asa. 
Questions and answers on law: alphabetically arranged with references 
to the most approved authorities. 3rd ed. New York: Collins, Keese and 
Co., 1843. 2 v. Spine title: Kinne's law compendium. KF388.K55 
Library has v. 2. Marke 249. 
K1huer, Johann Ludwig, 1762-1837. 
Droit des gens moderne de l'Europe: avec un supplement contensnt une 
bibliotheque choise du droit des gens.2e ed., revu., snnotebe et complete 
par M.A. Ott. Paris: Librairie de Guillaumin et Cie, 1874. 573 p. 
JX2804.D76 
From McLaughlin Collection. Marke 573. First ed. was in 1828. Marvin 
442. 
Langdel1, C. C. (Christopher Columbus), 1826-1906. 
A selection of cases on the law of contracts. Birmingham, Ala.: Legsl 
Classics Library, 1983. 1022 p. "Notes from the editors" booklet. KF801.Al 
L36 
Special limited edition reprint. Originally published: Boston: Little 
Brown and Company, 1871. "Prepared for use as a text-book in Harvard Law 
School." 
Lapuya, I. Lopez 
El consultor de negocios que contiene nociones legales y modelos de 
documentos, necesarios para divigirse en los negocios biensean de carcter 
civil 0 bien de caracter comercial en los republicas Hispano-Americanas. 
Paris: Garnier Hermanos, 1894. 396 p. KG23l.L37 
Latin American Commercial Law. Kelso gift. 
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Laurent, Francois, 1810-1881. 
Principios de df3rcho civil. Primera traduccion Espanola.. Mexico: 
Joaquin Guerra y Valle; Puebla: Barroso, Hermano y Comp., 1889-1900. 33 v. 
KJJ.C55L38 
First Spanish translation of French Civil law. 
Lewin, Thomas, 1805-1877. 
A practical treatise on the law of trusts; f~om the 8th English ed. 
by Frederick Albert Lewin; with American notes, also a supplementary 
chapter on trust for accumulation by William C. Scott. Philadelphia: 
Blackstone Pub. Co., 1888. 3 v. (1592 p .. ) KF730.L48 
Important treatise, first published in 1837. Marke 875. Marvin 461. 
Spine title: Lewin on trusts. 
Lieber, Francis, 1800-1872. 
On civil liberty and self-government. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott, 
1859. Enlarged edition in one vol. 629 p. JC212.L73 
Eminent publicist Lieber's best known work; among "first systematic 
works on political science in America .. . [discusses] historically 
the . .. elements of freedom in their relation to. the law ... " Rubin 28. First 
ed. 1853; third edition 1874. Lieber was professor at Columbia and 
University of South Carolina. 
Lieber, Francis. 1800-1872. 
See United States. War Dept. 
Lieberman, Jethro Koller. b. 1943. 
The enduring Constitution: a bicentennial perspective. St. Paul, 
[Minn.]: West Pub. Co., 1987. 483 p. KF4541.L49 
Limited edition, no.05ll. 
'E S [QJX 
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Lindley, Curtis H. (Curtis Holbrook), 1850-1920. 
A treatise on the Americari law relating to mines and mineral lands: 
within the public land states and territories and governing the 
acquisition and enjoyment of mining rights in lands of the public domain. 
San Francisco: Bancroft-Whitney Co., 1897.2 v., KF18l9.L56 
First edition. " .. . merit .. . recognized in first edition .. . author ranks 
as one or formost authorities on mining law ... " Marke 726. Later editions 
followed. 
Lindsay, Robert L. 
Digest and history of the Beales-Royuella land grant and Mexican 
concession: dated March 14, 1832, and partly located in Oklahoma 
Territory, Texas, Colorado and New Mexico. A concise statement of the law 
and the facts relating to this grant, Nov. 11, 1899. By Robert L. Lindsay, 
atty. and title expert. Dallas: Highlands Historical Press, 1963. 20 p. 
Reprint of 1899 ed. KFT1655.5.B4 
Limited edition. Library'S copy is no. 65 of 100. 
Lindsay, W.S. (William Schaw), 1816-1877. 
History of merchant shipping and ancient commerce. London: S. Low, 
Marston, Low, and Searle, 1874-1876. 4 v. HF352.L75 
First editiOh'with author's autograph in each vol . ... strove by his 
pen to improve shipping laws . .. in England, ... France and America ... most 
comprehensive book on the subject" (Free trade) Dawsons, Pall Mall 1976. 
Edges uncut; from McLaughlin Collection. 
Lockwood, Ralph Ingersoll, 1798-1855. 
An analytical and practical synopsis of all the cases argued and 
reversed in law and equity, in the Court for the correction of errors of 
the state of New York, from 1799 to 1847 ... New York: Banks, Gould & co., 
1848. 603 p. KFN5040.L6 
Spine title: Lockwood's reversed cases in law and equity. Selection 
and synopsis of cases from regular reports arranged by topic. Marke 88. 
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Loring, Charles Greely, 1794-1867. 
Neutral relations of England and the United States. Boston: W.V. 
Spencer, 1863. 116 p. JX536l.L67 . 
Articles which appeared originally in the Boston daily advertiser 
were issued in pamphlet form. Inscription by author. From McLaughlin 
Collection. 
Louisiana. 
The laws of Las siete partidas: which are still in force in the state 
of Louisiana; translated from the Spanish by L. Moreau Lislet and Henry 
Carleton. New Orleans: Printed by J. H'Karaher, 1820. 2 v. KFL411.L68 
Much of Louisiana law came from " ... the Siete Partidas, a digest of 
Castillian-Spanish law ... " Harke 245; "The translation undertaken and 
accomplished, under the patronage of the Legislature of Louisiana." Marvin 
558 " ... brought the full text of the Spanish laws in force in Louisiana 
wi thin the grasp of those who read only English." Mersky 213. 
Lozano, Antonio de J. 
Diccionario razonado de legislacion y jurisprudencia Mexicanas. 
Hexico: J. Ballesco y Compania, 1905. 1287 p. KGFI02.L69 
Mexican Law Dictionary; 1957 Kelso gift. 
Lynch, James D. (James Daniel), 1836-1903. 
The bench and bar of Texas. St. Louis: Nixon-Jones Printing Co., 
1885. 610 p., [8J leaves of plates. KF354.T4 L96 
Harke 158. Denman gift. 
Mackintosh, James, Sir, 1765-1832. 
A discourse on the study of the law of nature and nations: together 
with a collected list of works upon international law, a sketch of the 
author's life, etc. by J.G. Harvin. Boston: Pratt and Co., 1843. From the 
3rd London ed. 103 p. JX129l.M35 
Marvin 486. This is the introductory lecture (the only one published) 
of "a brillant series of lectures" delivered in 1799 by the author, a whig 
philosopher, member of the bar, professor of law, and a judge of admiralty 
court at Bombay. Harke 1110. From McLaughlin Collection. 
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Maine, Henry James Sumner, Sir, 1822-1888. 
Ancient law: its connec~ion with the early history of society, and 
its relation to modern ideas. Birmingham, Ala.: The Legal Classics 
Library, 1982. 415 p. K230.2.M34 
Special limited edition reprint of: London: John Murray, 1861. 
Mamianj della Rovere, Terenzio, Conte, 1799-1885. 
Rights of nations: or, The new law of European states, applied to the 
affairs of Italy; ~ranslated from the Italian, and edited, with the 
author's additions and corrections, by Roger Acton. London: W. Jeffs, 
1860. 377 p. JX2897.R44 
From MCLaughlin Collection. 
Marshall, John, 1755-1835. 
See United States. Circuit Court (4th) for "Marshall's decisions" 
~ 
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Massachusetts (Colony) 
The laws and liberties of Massachusetts: reprinted from the copy of 
the 1648 edition in the Henry E. Huntington Library. Edited with an 
introduction by Thomas G. Barnes. Birmingham, Ala.: The Legal Classics 
Library, 1982. 72 p. KFM2430.A3 
Special limited edition; facsimile reproduction of the Burlington 
Library edition published in 1929 which was a type-facsimile reproduction 
of the original 1648 edition. 
Mateos Alarcon, Manuel. 
Lecciones de derecho civil: estudios sobre el Codigo civil del 
Distrito federal promu1gado en 1870, con anotaciones relativas a las 
reformas introducidas por el Codigo de 1884. Mexico: J. Valdes y Cueva, 
1885-1900. 6 v. Imprint varies. KGF7611.M37 
Mexican Civil Law. Kelso gift. Original half leather. 
Mateos Alarcon, Manuel 
See Mexico. Distrito Federal. Codigo Civil ... (1900-1906) 
Mathews, John Hubbersty, b. 1796. 
A treatise on the doctrine of presumption and presumative evidence: 
as affecting the title to real and personal property; with notes and 
references to American cases, by Benjamin Rand. New York: Gould, Banks; 
Albany: W. and A. Gould, 1830. 508 p. KD7508.P7 M37 
First American edition (First London was 1827). Marvin 505 praises 
both editions. Spine title: Mathews' Presumptive evidence. 
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McLemore, David . 
. A place in time: a pictorial view of San Antonio's past. San 
Antonio: Express-News Corp., 1980. 112 p. KFX2341.A65M34 
Gift of Dean Raba. Inscription by C. Kilpatrick to Dean Raba. 
Mexico. 
Legislacion federal complementaria del derecho civilMexicano 
coleccion formada por los alumnos de la clase de 3er. ano en 1900 de la 
Escuela Nacional de Jurisprudencia de Mexico: bajo la direccion del 
Jacinto Pallares. Mexico: Mellado and Pardo, 1901. 119 p. KGC .C55M389 
Mexican Civil Law. Kelso gift. 
Mexico. 
Recopi1acion de 1eyes, decretos, bandos, reg1amentos, circulares y 
providencias de los supremospoderes y otras autoridades de la Republica 
Mexicana. Formada de orden del supremo gobierno por e1 Lic. Basilio Jose 
Arrillaga . .. Mexico,Impr. de J. M. Fernandez de Lara, 1834-50. 17 v. in 
16. KGC .A34M49 ~ 
Library has vol. for 1838 only. Gift of R. B. Poage. Book plate of 
James D. Stevenson Law Library, March 4, 1889, San Antonio, Texas. 
Original half leather. Spine title: Arrillaga. 
Mexico. Distrito Federal. 
Codigo civil de Distribo Federal; concordado y anotado por Manuel 
Mateos Alarcon. Mexico: Libreria de la Vda. de Ch. Bouret, 19007-1906. 3 
v. (Biblioteca de derecho y sociologia) KGF76ll.A29l9A52 
Mexcian Civil Law. Library has vols. II & III. Spine title: Codigo 
Civil Concordado. 
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Mexico. Distrito Federal. 
Codigo penal para el Distrito Federal y Territorio de la 
Baja-California: sobre delitos del fuero comun, y para toda la Republica 
sobre delitos contra la Federacion. Mexico: Imprenta del gobierno, en 
palacio, 1871. 302, 52 p. KGF7690.A291871A52 
Mexican Criminal Law. 1957 Kelso gift. 
Mexico. Secretaria de Hacienda y Credito Publico. 
Ley aduana1. Mexico: La Secretaria, 1929. 246 p. KGC .C88M49 
Mexican Customs administration. Kelso gift. 
Mexico. State of Coahuila and Texas. 
Laws and decrees of the state of Coahuila and Texas, in Spanish and 
English. To which is added the constitution of said state: also: the 
colonization law fo the state of Tamaulipas, and naturalization law of 
the General congress. Translated by J. P. Kimball, M. D. Houston: 
Telegraph power press, 1839. 353 p. (duplicate paging) KGF6803.3 
Mexico : State of Veracruz 
Codigo civil del estado de Veracruz L1ave. Proyecto formado por las 
comisiones unidas de 1a honorable legislature y del honorable Tribunal 
Superior de Justicia, aprobado y mandado observar por la Ley num. 32 de 
15 Agosto de 1896. Edicion oficia1. Xalapa, Mexico: Enriquez, 1896. 471 
p. Bound with Codigo de Procedimentos Civiles, 276 p. KGF911l.A291896A52 
Civil Law and Procedure of Veracruz, Mexico. Original half leather. 
Kelso gift. Spine title: Codigos Civil y de Procedimentos Civiles. 
,Mexico: State of Veracruz 
Codigo penal del estado de Veracruz Llave : projecto forma do por las 
comisiones unidas de la Honorable Legislatura y del Honorable Tribunal 
Superior de Justicia, aprobado y mandado observar por la ley num. 32, de 
15 de Agosto de 1896. Edicion oficial. Xalapa, Mexico: Enriquez, 1896. 
220 p. Bound with Codigo de Procedimentos Penales. 191 p. KGF9190.A29l896 
A52 
Criminal law and Procedure of Veracruz, Mexico. Original half 
leather. 1957 Kelso gift. Spine title: Codigos Penal y de Procedimentos 
Penales. 
Molloy, Charles, 1646-1690. 
De jure maritimo et navali: or, A treatise of affaires maritime, and 
of commerce ... 8th ed. (carefully corr., with the addition of several 
hundred references ... ) London: Printed for J. Walthoe, 1744. 505 p. 
JX4411.M64 
"Molloy's was, formerly, a standard work upon questions of Maritime 
Law." Marvin 522; Marke 351. 
Montagu, Basil, 1770-1851. 
A, summary of the law of set-off: with an appendix of cases argued 
and determined in the courts of law and equity upon that subject. New 
York: Lexitypographic Press, 1806. 62, 60 p., KD7456.M66 
"First Amer. ed. The 1st London ed. was 1801." Rubin #25, p. 30. 
Marvin 524. Marke 305. 
Montesquieu, Charles de Secondat, baron de, 1689-1755. 
De l'espirit des loix: ou Du rapport que les loix doivent avoir avec 
la Constitution de chaque gouvernement, les moeurs, Ie climat, la 
religion, Ie commerce ... Leyde: Chez Les Libraries Associes, 1749. 2 v. 
in 1. JC179.M74 
A new ed. of text of 1748 (first ed.) incorporating some minor 
author corrections, but not to be confused with the author's rev. ed. 
which also appeared in 1749. "Uncommon edition. NUC locates 3 copies." 
Rubin. 
) -
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Montesquieu, Charles de Secondat, baron de, 1689-1755. 
The spirit of laws; translated from the French . .. with corrections 
and additions communicated by the author. Birmingham, Ala.: The Legal 
Classics Library 1984. 2 v. in 1 and Notes from the editors booklet. 
JC179.M74x 
Special limited edition reprint. Originally published: Dublin: G. 
and A. Ewing, 1751. 
Morawetz, Victor, 1859-1938 
A tr~atise on the law of private corporations. 2nd ed. Boston: 
Little, Brown, 1886. 2 v. 1173 p. KF1414.M67 
"Recommended by Pound for study of corporation law." Marke 432. 
Spine title: Morawetz on private corporations. 
Myer, William G. 
A digest of the Texas reports: embracing the op~n~ons in Dallam; 
volumes 1 to 51 inclusive of the texas reports; and the first seven 
volumes of the Court of Appeals reports. St. Louis, Ho.: W. J. Gilbert, 
1881-83. 2 v. KFT1257.M93 
First edition of early Texas digest. Original leather cover. 
Navarro, Ramon G. 
Sistema nacional de pesas y medidas. Basado estrictamento en la ley 
y reglamento sobre pesas y medidas y en las disposiciones posteriores 
expedidas por 1a Secretaria de Fomento. Contiene la ley y reglamento 
sobre pesas y medidas y un estudio completo de las monedas Hexicanas de 
actual circulacion. 1 st ed. Mexico: R. Sanchez Fuentes y Cia., 1900. 
276 p. KGF3770.N38 
Mexican Weights and Measures Law. Kelso gift. 
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Neumann, Leopold, Freiherr von, 1811-1888. 
Elements du droit des gens moderne europeen; traduit de l'alleman~ 
(sur la 3 ed. rev. et augm.) et annote par M.A. de Riedmatten. Paris: A. 
Rousseau, 1886. 332 p. JX2817.E44 
From McLauglin Collection. Inscription by author. 
Newton, Thomas Wodehouse Legh, Baron, 1857-
Lord Lyons: a record of British diplomacy. London: E. Arnold, 1913. 
2 v., [7] leaves of. plates. DA46.L9N58 
"Presentation Copy" of first edition. From McLaughlin Collection. 
Nys, Ernest, 1851-1920. 
Etudes de droit international et droit politique. Bruxe1les: A. 
Castaigne; Paris: A. Fontemoing, 1896. 416 p. JX1308.N97 
From McLaughlin Collection. History of International law and 
political science. 
Nys, Ernest, 1851-1920. 
Les origines du droit international. Bruxelle: A. Castaigne; Paris: 
Thorin & Fils, 1894. 414 p. JX2041.N97 
" ... The work of Professor Nys [isJ the product of extensive research 
and of sound learning." Harke 576. From the McLaughlin Collection. 
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Ochoa., Carlos de. 
Codigos leyes y tratados vigentes: recopilacion de la novisima. 
legislacion de Espana y sus posesiones de ultramar .. . con algunas notas 
aclaratorias. Paris; Mexico: Libreria de Ch. Bouret, 1885. 660 p. KJD 
.L27024 
1957 Kelso gift. Spine title: Apendice al Diccionario de legislacion 
y Jurisprudencia. 
Oldham, Williamson S. 1813-1868. 
A digest of the general statute laws of the state of Texas: to which 
are subjoined the repealed laws of the republic and state of 
Texas . . . also, the colonization laws of Mexico, Coahuila and Texas, which 
were in force before the declaration of independence by Texas prepared by 
Williamson S. Oldham and George W. White. (Austin, Tex.: J. Marshall) 
1859 836 p. KFT1238.052 
K. 
First edition. One of four digests of early Texas law. Bauman Cat. 
Oliver, Benjamin Lynde, 1788-1843. 
Forms of practice: or, American precedents in actions, personal and 
real, interspersed with annotations. Boston: Hilliard, Gray, Little, and 
Wilkins, 1828. 628 p. KF8868.1.048 
First edition of a work which endured for many decades in numerous 
revisions. 
Oliver, Benjamin Lynde·, 1788 -1843. 
Practical conveyancing: a selection of forms of general utility, 
with notes interspersed. 3rd ed., cor. and enl. Hallowell [Me.]: Glazier, 
Masters & Smith, 1836. 635 p. Spine title: Oliver's conveyancing. 
KF670.054 
First published in 1816, it long remained a standard work. Marke 
781. " .. . best American Manual upon conveyancing in use." Marvin 547 on 
4th ed. 
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Ortolan, Theodore, 1808-1874. 
Regles internationales et diplomatie de la mer: mise en harmonie 
avec Ie dernier etat des traites, suivie d'un appendice special contenant 
avec les actes du Congres de Paris de 1856, les principaux documents 
officiels relatifs a la derniere guerre d'Orient et a la guerre actuelle 
d'Amerique. 4. ed. Paris: H. PIon, 1864 2 v. JX4412.082 
International and Maritime law and U.S. Civil War History. From 
McLaughlin Collection. Spine title: Diplomatie de la mer. Marke 625. 
Pallares, Jacinto 
Derecho mercantil Mexicano. Mexico: Joaquin Guerra y Valle, 1891. 
1118 p. KGF1059.P34 
Mexican Commercial Law. Library has vol. I. Author was a law 
professor in Mexico and this work was adopted as a text in the law 
school. He expected to publish a second volume in 1892. 1957 Kelso gift. 
Pa11ares, Jacinto. 
See Mexico. Legislacion federal ... 
Paschal, George Washington, 1812-1878. 
A digest of the laws of Texas: containing laws in force, and the 
repealed laws on which rights rest, carefully annotated. Galveston: S.S. 
Nichols, 1866. 1080 p. KFT1238.P37 
First edition of early Texas digest. 
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Paschal, George Washington, 1812-1878. 
A digest of the laws of Texas: containing laws in force, and the 
repealed laws on which rights rest, carefully annotated. Second ed. 
Washington, D.C.: W.H. & D.H. Horrison, 1870. 1085 p. KFT1238.P37 
Paschal, George Washington, 1812-1878. 
A digest of the laws of Texas: containing laws in force, and the 
repealed laws on which rights rest, carefully annotated. Third ed. 
Washington, D.C. : W.H. & D.H. Horrison, 1873. 2 v. KFT1238.P37 
Set' covers laws from 1754 to 1873; Library has vol. 1 only. 
(1754-1864) 
Paschal, George Washington, 1812-1878. 
A digest of the laws of Texas: containing laws in force, and the 
repealed laws on which rights rest, from 1754 to 1874, carefully 
annotated. 4th ed. Washington, D.C.: W.H. & D.H. Horrison, 1874-1875. 2 
v. KFT1238.P372 
Paschal, George Washington, 1812-1878. 
The Constitution of the United States defined and carefully 
annotated. Washington, D.C.: W.H. & D.H. Horrison, 1868. 407 p. Spine 
title: Paschal's Annotated Constitution. JK24l.P27 
First edition by "Paschal of Texas". 
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Phillips, Charles, 1787(1)-1859. 
Irish Eloquence: The Speeches of the celebrated Irish orators 
Phillips, Curran and Grattan to which is added the powerful appeal of 
Robert Emmett, at the close of his trial for high treason. Selected by a 
member of the bar. Philadelphia: Key & Biddle, 1834. PR8879.S66 ' 
Gift of Robert Stahl in memory of his father, Elmer Ware Stahl. 
Original cover. Spine title: Phillips, Curran, Grattan and Emmett. 
Pitman, Benn, 1822-1910 (Reporter). 
The assassination of President Lincoln: and the trial of the 
conspirators. Birmingham, Ala.: Legal Classics Library, 1982. Notes from 
the editor booklet. E457.5.H47 
Special limited edition reproduction of the 1865 edition by Moore, 
Wilstach & Baldwin. 
Pollock, Frederick, Sir, 1845-1937. 
"'. 
The history of English law before the time of Edward I, by Sir # 
Frederick Pollock, bart. and Frederic William Maitland. Birmingham, Ala.: 
The Legal Classics Library, 1982. 2 v. Notes from the editors booklet. 
KD532.P64 
Special limited edition reprint. Originally published Cambridge: 
University Press; Boston: Little, Brown, 1899. 
Pomeroy, John Norton, 1828-1885. 
An introduction to the constitutional law of the United States: 
especially designed for students, general and professional. 3rd ed.", rev. 
and en 1. New York: Hurd and Houghton, 1876._580 p. KF4550.P65 
Scarce edition of "the author's most original and brillant work." 
Harke 401. First written in 1868 with many subsequent editions. "His 
popular treatises marked a break with the teaching of Blackstone, Bentham 
and Austin and exercised very considerable influence on American Law." 
Adamiak 200. 
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Poore, Benjamin Perley, 1820-1887. 
The federal and state constitutions, colonial charters, and other 
organic laws of the United States ... Washington: Govt. Print. Off., 1877. 
2 v. KF4530.P66 
"The first edition of the first compilation of the constitutions of 
all states. " ... significant historical and parallelistic studies of state 
constitutions." Harke 47. Original sheepskin. Spine title: Charters and 
constitutions: the United States. Gift of Will A. Horriss. 
Pou1et y ~ier, Cristobal 
Ligeras nociones sobre la profesion del notariado, arregladas a los 
codigos civil y de procedimeinetos civiles del Distrito Federal y de la 
Baja California., Coatepec, Hexico: Antonio H. Rebolledo, 1885. 183 p. 
KGF252.P68 
1957 Kelso gift. Hod. calf. Spine title: Hanual Del Notariado. 
Pound, Roscoe, 1870-1964. 
The spirit of the common law & other writings. Birmingham, Ala.: 
Legal Classics Library, 1985. 711 p. "Notes from the editors" booklet. 
K588.P68 
Special limited edition reprint. Originally published: Boston: 
Harshall Jones Co., 1921. 
Pufendorf, Samuel, Freiherr von, 1632-1694. 
[De jure naturae et gentum.} Of the law of nature and nations: eight 
books: written in Latin ... from the best edition ... Basil Kennett 
translated part of the work; Book V translated by William Percivale. 
Oxford: Printed by L. Litchfield ... 1703. 262 p. K457.P8 03 
First edition in English. First issue. Adamiak 161. Annotated in 
contemp. hand. "Presents and entire system of jurisprudence ... based on 
the conception of natural law ... " Harke 578, Harvin 593-94. 
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Raste11, John, d. 1536. 
Les Termes de la ley: or, Certain difficult and obscure words and 
terms of the common and statute laws of England ... from the last London 
ed. of 1721; translated from the Norman French, with ... additions and 
corrections ... Portland [He]: Published by J. Johnson (Boston: Watson & 
Bangs, Printers) 1812. 391 p. KD3l3.T47 . 
"First American ed. of a classic, the first English LaW Dictionary 
[1527} ... There were many subsequent editions, and the work held its own 
among similar new works . .. " Rubin. Harvin 599. It was a model for and 
preceded the first general English dictionary. Harke 1203. 
Ray, Isaac, 1807-1881. 
A treatise on the medical Jurisprudence of insanity. Birmingham, 
Ala.: Legal Classics Library, 1987. 480 p. "Notes from the editors" 
booklet. KF9242.R39 
Special edition reproduction of the 1838 edition by C. Little and J. 
Brown. 
Reddie, James, 1773-1852. 
: Inquires in international law. Edinburgh: W. Blackwood & Sons, 1842. 
220 p. "[A] continuation of the Inquiries in the Science of Law, ... 
published by the same author" JX1308.R42 
"Hr. Reddie['s] ... works are among the most instructive and 
interesting ones of the age ... As a general legal ... writer he has no 
superior." Harvin 602. From HcLaughlin Collection. 
Rivier, Alphonse, 1835-1898. 
Principes du droit des gens. Paris: A. Rousseau, 1896. 2 v. 
JX2739.P74 
International law. Original cover. 
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Roa Barcena, Rafael, 1832-1868 
Manual razonado de practica civil forense Mexicana obra escrita con 
arreglo a las leyes antiguas y modernas vigentes, a las doctrinas de los 
mejores autores y a la practica de los tribunales, bajo un plan nuevo a 
la alcance de todos. 3 ed. Mexico: F. Diaz De Leon y Santiago White, 
1869. 455 p. RAl05l.R62 
Mexican Medical Jurisprudence. 1957 Kelso gift. Original cover. 
Spine title: Practica Forense Mexicana. 
Rockwell, !ohn Arnold, 1803-1861. 
A compilation of Spanish and Mexican law, in relation to. mines, and 
titles to real estate, in force in California, Texas and New Mexico: and 
in the territories acquired under the Louisiana and Florida 
treaties, .. . together with a digest of the common law, on the subject of 
mines and mining. New York: J.S. Voorhies, 1851. 663 p. KFC400.A3 
Spine title: Spanish and Mexican law of mines and titles. Library's 
copy wanting p. 657-663. Marke 726. Gift of Erline Lagueruela. 
Rumbold, Horace, Sir, 1829-1913. 
Recollections of a diplomatist. London: E. Arnold, [1902] (1903 
printing). 2 v. D400.R7 A3 
Original half leather. From McLaughlin Collection. "Third 
impression." 
Savigny, Friedrich Karl von, 1779-1861. 
of the vocation of our age for legislation and jurisprudence 
translated ... by Abraham Hayward. Birmingham, Ala.: Legal Classics 
Library, 1986. 192 p. Notes from the editors booklet. KK945.S28 
Special limited edition reprint of 1st English edition. Translated 
from the 2nd ed. published in 1828. Originally published: London: 
Littlewood, 1831. 
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Sayles, John, 1825-1897. 
A manual of the laws of business: with forms for business and legal 
transactions, in the state of Texas by John Sayles and C.C. Garrett. 3rd 
ed. St. Louis, Mo.: Gilbert Book Co., 1887. 840 p. KFT1413.S39 
First edition was in 1872. Author, General Sayles, an esteemed 
lawyer, was on Baylor Law faculty. His law works were "wel1 known ... in 
general use throughout the State, and ... considered the standard 
authority . .. " Lynch 436. 
Sayles, John, 1825-1897. 
A treatise on the laws of Texas relating to real estate, and actions 
to try title and for possession of lands and tenements; by John Sayles 
and Henry Sayles. St. Louis, Mo.: Vernon Law Book Co., 1890-1892.2 v. 
KFT1312.S39 
Vol. 2 includes supplements for 1901, 1906, 1910. Spine title: 
Sayles' Real Estate laws of Texas. Gift of William C. Church. Library has 
second copy of v. 1 printed by State Journal Printing Co., Madison, Wisc. 
for Gilbert Book Co. Gift of Will A. Harriss. 
Sayles, John 1825-1897. 
Revised civil statutes and laws passed by the 16th, 17th, 18th, 
19th, and 20th legislatures fa the state of Texas: to which are added 
notes of the decisions of the Supreme Court and Court of Appeals of Texas 
by John Sayles and Henry Sayles. St. Louis: Gilbert Book Co., 1888. 2 v. 
Spine title: Sayles' Revised civil statutes of Texas. KFT1230.5.S39 
Library has supplement for 1888-1893, (Gilbert, 1894) bound as v. 3. 
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Sayles, John 1825-1897. 
Sayles' annotated civil statutes of the state of Texas by John 
Sayles and Henry Sayles. St. Louis, Mo.: Gilbert Book Co., 1897. 2 v. 
KFT1230.5.S39 
First edition. Republished in 1898 with little change; index bound 
in both vo1s in 1898 edition. Library has both editions. Denman gift. 
Sayles, John, 1825-1897 
See Texas. Early Laws of Texas. 
Sayles, John, 1825-1897. 
The rules of practice in the civil courts of record of the state of 
Texas. 3rd ed. St. Louis, Mo.: Gilbert Book Co., 1896. 2 v. Spine title: 
Texas civil practice. KFT1730.S39 
Volume 1 gift of Davies Family in memory of Benton Davies. Volume 2 
Denman gift. 
Scopes, John Thomas, defendant. 
The world's most famous court trial, Tennessee evolution case. 3rd 
ed. Birmingham: The Legal Classics Library 1984. 339 p. Notes from the 
editors booklet. KF224.S36 
Special limited edition reprint of the 1925 ed. published by 
National Book Company, Cincinnati. Spine title: The Scopes trial. 
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Scott, James Brown, 1866-1943. 
The Catholic conception' of international law; Francisco de Vitorla, 
founder of the modern law of nations; Francisco Suarez, founder of the 
modern philosophy of law in general and in particular of the law of 
nations; a critical examination and a justified appreciation. Washington, 
D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 1934. 494 p. JX2066.S27 
Presentation copy with author's signature dated 6/13/38. A 
specialist in international law, he was an author, law professor, dean, 
U.S. Delegate to the Hague Peace Conference of 1907, President of Amer. 
Soc. of Inter. Law, ... Guide 123. Gift of Col. C.G. Schenken. 
Selden, John 1584-1654. 
See Fleta. 
Selwyn, William, 1775-1855. 
An abridgement of the law of nisi prius. Premium ed. Philadelphia: 
Farrand, 1807-1808 3 v. Spine title: Nisi prius laws abridged. KF884S.A3 
First American ed., appearing simultaneously with the first London 
ed. It became ... the standard book on the topic "acknowledged by the 
bench as a text book of authority and character." There were numerous 
further English and American editions. Marvin 637. All Library vols. have 
the signature of Stephen Longfellow, lawyer, congressman from Maine, and 
the father of William Wadsworth Longfellow. Rubin. 
Shipman, Benjamin Jonson, 1853-1915. 
Hand-book of common-law pleading. St. Paul, Minn.: West Pub. Co., 
1894. 370 p. (Hornbook series) KF8870.S44 ' 
First edition. " .. . based on Serjeant Stephen's famous treatise ... " 
Marke 312. 
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Smith, John W1ll1am, 1809-1845. 
A selection of leading cases, on various branches of the law: 5th 
American from the last English ed. by Keating and Willes. With additional 
notes, and references to American decisions, by J. I. Clark Hare and'J. 
W. Wallace. Ph1ladelphia: T. & J. W. Johnson, 1855. 2 v. KF385.A4S5 
"[Smith's] notes are not surpassed for .. . depth of thought, and power 
of analyzation; and are only equalled by the American editors', who have 
continued his plan with reference to the decisions in this 
country . . . frequently cited . .. " Harvin 650-51. Library lacks vol.' 2 •. 
Smith, John W1ll1am, 1809-1845. 
A selection of leading cases on various branches of the law: with 
notes. 8th American ed., from the last English ed. by Willes, Keating, 
Haude, Chitty, Collins and Arbuthnot; with additional notes, and 
references to American decisions by J.I. Clark Hare, Lucius S. Landreth 
and Francis A. Lewis. Philadelphia: T. & J.W. Johnson, 1885. 2 v. in 4. 
KF385.A4 S5 
"[Smith's] book of leading cases is the precursor of those many . 
books of leading cases which now form so large a part of every student's 
library here and in the United States." Harke 250. Gift in memory or 
Benton Davies, Jr. by his family. 
Sociedad L1teraria de Amigos Colaboradores. 
Coleccion de las causas mas celebres: los mejores modelos de 
alegatos, acusaciones fiscales, interrogatorios y defesas en 10 civil y 
criminal del foro frances, ingles y espano1. 2nd ed. Barcelona: Impr. de 
Ignacio Estivill, 1834-1845. 10 v. Spine title: Causas celebres. 
KJV128.C64 
Library has vol. 1 of Parte Inglesa, printed 1839. Gift of Hrs. 
Erline Lagueruela. 
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Spain. 
Novisima recopilacion de las leyes de Espana. Dividida en XII. 
libros, en que se reforma la Recopilacion publicada por el Senor Don 
Felipe II. en el ano de 1567, reimpresa ultimamente en el de 1775: y se 
incorporan las pragmaticas, cedulas, decretos, ordenes y resoluciones 
reales, y otras providencias no recopiladas, y expedidas hasta el de 
1804. Mandada formar por el Senor Don Carlos IV. Impresa en Madrid: 
1805-07. 6 v. in 4. KKT140.N68 
"a massive endeavor ... by Charles IV [entitled] Newest Compilation of 
the Laws of Spain. The work covered the laws from the 1400's up to 
1805 ... 4,142 laws ... divided among 341 titles .. . organized into 12 books." 
It became a supplementary codification to the Sieta Partidas, the Nueva 
Recopi14cion of 1567, etc. as the earlier laws were not repealed. Mersky 
184. Kelso gift. 
Spain. [Castilian-Spanish Law Code) 
Las Siete partidas del rey D. Alfonso el Sabio: glossadas por el S. 
Gregorio Lopez: en esta impression se representa a la letra el texto de 
las Partidas que de orden del ConseJo Real se corrigibo y publicbo el Dr. 
Berni en el ano 1758: se reimprime la glosadas del Sr. Gregorio Lopez, 
por el tenor de la edicion de Salamanca del ano 1555 .. . por Don Joseph 
Berni y Catala. Valencia: En la imprenta de B. Montiort, 1767. 7 v. in 4. 
KKT140.S53 
"A .digest of Castilian Spanish law ... [patterned after] Justinian's 
Pandects . .. . the 13th century Spanish jurists who wrote the Partidas 
[under direction of Alfonso the Wise] produced ... a highly scientific code 
of law, the most notable of the age and the most complete treatise of 
jurisprudence yet published. The Partidas exercised enormous influence on 
Spanish law other than Castilian ... " Marke 245. Gift from Cleaves family 
in memory of Mark M. Cleaves, class of 1974. 
PARTIDA PRIMERA. 
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Spain. [Spanish Law Code] 
Las Siete partidas del rey Don Alfonso e1 Sabio: conteJadas con 
varios codices antiguos; por la Real Academia de la Historia, y Glosadas, 
por el Lic Gregorio Lopez del conseJo real de Indias de S.M. precedida 
por Elogio del rey Don Alfonso por D.J. De Vargas y Ponce, y enriquecida 
con su testamento politico. Nueva ed. Paris: R. Bouret, 1861. 5 v. KKT140 
A "new edition" of Castilian Spanish Law Code based on the Royal 
Academy of History's 1807 and 1829-31 editions and the commentaries of G. 
Lopez. Kelso gift. 
Spain. [The Laws of the Indies] 
Recopilacion de leyes de los reinos de las Indias, mandadas imprimir 
y publicar por la Hagestad catolica del rey don Carlos II. nuestro senor. 
5. ed. Con aprobacion de la regencia provisional del reino. Corregida y 
aprobada por la Sala de Indias del Tribunal supremo de Justica. Madrid: 
Boix, 1841. 4 v. Title vignettes (coat of arms) KKT140.R42 
The last official publication of Spanish-American colonial law. 
" ... promulgated by King Charles II in l680, ... a digest of about 400,000 
royal regulations, letters, instructions, ... conden~edinto 6,447 
different items or laws ... if the new code failed .. . then the laws of 
Castile [Siete Partidas, etc.] would apply ... " Hersky 192. Kelso Gift. 
Speer, Ocie, 1869-1959 
Texas Jurists [Austin, Tex.]: State of Texas, 1936. 773 p. KF354.'J'4· 
S63 
Book of portraits with a "short, worthwhile" quotation by each on 
the opposite page. Cov~r title: Texas Jurists, 1836-1936. 
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Squire, Samuel, 1713-1766. 
An enquiry into the foundation of the English constitution: or, an 
historical essay upon the Anglo-Saxon government both in Germany arid 
England. London: Printed by W. Bowyer ... , 1745. 291 p. JN131.S74 
"First edition. A Whig interpretation. DNB. Marvin 657." Rubin. 
Stimson, Henry Lewis, 1867-1950. 
On active service in peace and war. New York: Harper and Brothers, 
1948. 698 p. E748.S883 A3 
Autographed by author; original Jacket. Numbered copy (#82) of first 
edition. 
Story. Joseph, 1779-1845. 
Commentaries on equity Jurisprudence. Birmingham, AL: Legal 
Classics Library, 1988. 1093 p.: "Notes from the editors" booklet. 
KD674.S76 
Special limited edition reprint of 1st English edition edited by 
W.E. Grigsby, published: London: Stevens and Hayes, 1884. 
Story. Joseph, 1779-1845. 
Commentaries on the conflict of laws: foreign and domestic, in 
regard to contracts, rights, and remedies, and especially in regard to 
marriages, divorces, wills, successions, and Judgements. 2nd ed., rev., 
cor., and greatly en1. Boston: C.C. Little & J. Brown, 1841. (starred 
paging of original ed.) KF411.S78 
First systematic Treatise of this sort in England and America. "No 
work on international Jurisprudence merited, nor received, greater praise 
from the Jurists of Europe." Marvin 670. " .. . it became at once the 
standard ... It was reprinted almost immediately in England, France and 
Germany ... cited as authority in English Courts." Marke 358 "Story 
considers this edition to be substantively definitive; there was a third 
edition in 1846 with his final revisions." Rubin, 1987. Denman gift .. 
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Story, Joseph, 1779-1845. 
Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States: with a 
preliminary review of the constitutional history of the colonies and 
states, before the adoption of the Constitution. Boston: Hilliard, Gray, 
and Co.; Cambridge [Hass.]: Brown, Shattuck, and Co., 1833.3 v. 
JK211.S76 
First edition. "Perhaps the single greatest work on the U.S. 
Constitution after the Federalist ... written from the vantage point of 
Story's two decades on the Supreme Court, [it] quickly became the 
touchstone of broad debate over the Constitution ... exerted strong 
influence abroad ... " Rubin. 
Taft, William H. (William Howard), 1857-1930. 
The Anti-trust act and the Supreme Court. New York: Harper & 
Brothers, 1914. 132 p. HD2778.T32 
Library's copy autographed by President Taft. Gift of Prof. ThomBS 
Black in memory of his father, Charles L. Black. 
Taylor, John Neilson, 1805-1878. 
A treatise on the American law of landlord and tenant ... New York: 
J.S. Voorhies, 1844. 477 p. KF590.T39 
"First complete edition. Taylor had published an abbreviated version 
in 1840, more as a guide at the time of the N.Y. rent wars; this 1844 
edition .. . became the standard American work on the subject and reached·at 
least a ninth edition in 1904." Rubin 1987, Harvin 686, Harke 792. 
Tessmer, Charles W. 
Criminal trial strategy. Dallas, Tex.: J.R. Hara Law Books, 1968. 
169 p. KF9655.T47 
Has author'S signature and dedication to Ernest A. Raba, Dean. 
Forward by Judge Horrison. 
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Texas. 
Early laws of Texas: General laws from 1836 to 1879.;. also laws 
1731 to 1835, as found in the laws and decrees of Spain relating to land 
in Mexico, and of Mexico relating to colonization; laws of Coahuila and 
Texas; laws of Tamaullpas; colonial contracts; Spanish civil law and 
orders and decrees of the provisional government of Texas . .. compiled and 
arranged by John Sayles and Henry Sayles ... St. Louis: Gi1bert Book 
Company, 1888. 3 v. KFT1230.A21 
First edition. Library also has v. 1 of 2nd edition. 
Texas. 
The revised statutes of Texas: adopted by the regular session of the 
Sixteenth Legislature ... (Galveston: A.H. Belo) 1879 (various pagings) 
Contains: Constitution of the United States and Texas, The Penal code and 
The Code of criminal procedure. KFT1230 1879 .A23 
Gift of Will A. Morriss. Library also has 1879 Revised Statutes 
printed in Austin by the State Printing office in 1885 which was a gift 
of Prof. H.G. Reuschlein. 
Texas. Constitution. 
Constitution of the State of Texas: adopted by the Constitutional 
Convention, convened at Austin, September 6, 1875, and 
ratified ... February 15, ~876. Houston: Houston Telegraph Steam Print, 
1876. 112 p. KFT160l 1876 .A45 
Bound with: .General laws of the state of Texas passed at the session 
of the Fifteenth Legislature. Spine title: Constitution and General Laws 
of Texas: 1876. 
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Texas. Digests. 
See Buckler, Hartley, Hyer, Oldham and Paschel. 
Texas. General Land Office. 
Abstract of land certificates: reported as genuine and legal, by the 
Travelling Commissioners, appointed under the Act to detect fraudulent 
land certificates. Austin: Cruger & Wing, 1841. 354 p.KFTI655.A842 
Texas. General Land Office. 
Abstract of land claims: compiled from the records of the General 
Land Office ... Galveston: Civilian Book Office, 1852. 610 p. HD184.T4 A27 
Library's copy missing title page. Spine title: Land Claims. 
Texas. General Land Office. 
Abstract of land titles of Texas: compr~s~ng the titled, patented 
and located lands in the state. Galveston: Shaw and Blaylock, 1878. 2 v. 
HD184.T4A27 
V. 1 is gift of Prof. H~G. Reuschlein. 
Texas. General Land Office. 
Abstract of patented lands: compiled from the records of the Land, 
Office of the State of Texas: arranged by counties, and embracing all the 
lands in the state patented from January 1, 1867, to August 31, 1871, 
divided into yearly parts. Austin: by J.G. Tracy, State Printer, 1871. 
513 p. KFT1655.A84 
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Texas. General Land Office. 
See also Bur1age. 
Texas. Penal Code. 
The Penal code of the state of Texas: passed by the Sixteenth. 
Legislature, February 21, 1879: took effect July 24, 1879. Galveston: 
A.H. Be10, 1879. 126 p. KFT176l.A3 
With: Code of criminal procedure of the state of Texas. (156p.), 
1879, and Appendix (46 p.). 
Texas. Periodicals. 
Texas law journal. vol. 1, no. 1 (Aug. 1877) to no.50 (Aug. 1878). 
Tyler, Tex.: S. D. Wood, 1877-1878. 1 v. KFT1269.T4 . 
First Texas law periodical. Published weekly reporting on court 
decisions and news of interest to Texas attorneys, and containing 
advertisements. 
Texas. Session Laws. 
General laws of the state of Texas passed at the session of the 
Fifteenth Legislature begun and held at the city of Austin,. April 18th 
1876. Galveston: Shaw & Blaylock, State Printers, 1876 364 p. KFT1601 
1876 .A45 
Bound with Texas Constitution of 1876. Spine title: Constitution and 
Session Laws of Texas. 
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Texas. Session Laws. 
Laws of the fourth legislature of the state of Texas published by 
authority. Austin, Tx.: Cushney & Hampton, 1852. 142 p. KFT1225.2.T49 
Texas. Statutes. 
Revised civil statutes of the state of Texas; adopted at the regular 
session of the Twenty-fourth Legislature, 1895. Austin, Texas: E. von 
Boeckmann, 1895. 1177 p. Appended: "The Penal code of the state of 
Texas . . . 1895" and "The Code of criminal procedure of the state of 
Texas . .. 1895." KFT1230 1895 . A23 
Gift of Prof. H. G. Reuschlein. 
Thayer, Amos Madden, 1841-1905 
Jurisdiction of the federal courts: a compilation. Rev. ed. St. 
Louis, Mo.: W.W. Brewer and Co., [1900], 1895. 52 p. KF8858.T43 
Later printing of first edition . 
. 
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Thomas, Aquinas, Saint, 12251-1274. 
St. Thomas Aquinas on law and justice: excerpts from Summa 
Theo1ogica. Birmingham: The Legal Classics Library, 1988. BT95.T56 
Special limited edition with Notes from the editors booklet. 
Thomson, Richard, 1794-1865. 
An historical essay on the Hagna Charta of King John: to which are 
added, the Great Charter in Latin and English; the charters of liberties 
and confirmations, granted by Henry III and Edward I.; the original 
Charter of the Forests; and various authentic instruments connected with 
them. London: Printed for J. Hajor and R. Jennings, 1829. 612 p. Spine 
title: Hagna Charta. Text within ornamental borders. KD3946.T45 
First edition. " .. . with elaborate notes based largely on Coke's 
Second Institute. This is one of the standard works on the Great Charter. 
Harke 369. 
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Thomson, Richard. 1794-1865 
An historical essay on the Magna Charta of King John; to which are 
added, the Great Charter in Latin ... Birmingham, Ala.: The Legal Classics 
Library, 1982. 612 p. Notes from editors booklet. KD3946.T45 
Special limited edition reprint of first edition of 1829 .. 
Thornton, Percy Melville, 1841-1918. 
Foreign secretaries of the XIX century to 1834. London: W.H. Allen, 
1881-1883. 3 v., [27] leaves of plates (some folded). DA46.AI T66 
From McLaughlin Collection; uncut pages. 
Twiss, Travers, Sir, 1809-1897. 
On the relations of the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein to the 
crown of Denmark and the Germanic Confederation: and on the 
treaty-engagements of the great European powers in reference thereto. 
London: Longman, etc. 1848. 204 p. D491.S68T84 
Spine title: The duchies of Schleswig and Holstein. Pages uncut. 
From McLaughlin Collection. 
Twiss, Travers, Sir, 1809-1897. 
The law of nations considered as independent political communities. 
V. 1 new edition revised and enlarged (1884) v. 2 2nd ed. rev. (1875) 
Oxford: Clarendon Press. JX2582.L38 
This book is considered to be among the more notable works of the 
author, an eminent English jurist. Marke 582. From the McLaughlin 
Collection. 
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United States. Circuit court (4th circuit) 
Reports of caSeS decided by the Honourable John Marshall, late chief 
justice of the United States, in the Circuit court of the United States, 
for the district of Virginia and North Carolina, from 1802 to 1833 [i.e. 
1836] inclusive. Edited by John W. Brockenbrough. Philadelphia: James 
Kay, 1837. 2 v.; Prefaced by Hopkinson's 1937 memOir of John Marshall. 
KF117 4th.U54 
"The source of eighty-eight Circuit opinions ... written by Marshall 
with his own hand and .. . preserved by him ... [,a] guarantee of their 
intrinsic value and importance." Adamiak 221, Marke 63. "Although 
receiving the bare opinions ... years after they were delivered, ... 
Brockenbrough furnished intelligible statements of the cases, [and] has 
added many learned notes . .. " Marvin 150. Library lacks vol. 2. . 
United States. Circuit Court (West. Dist. of Texas) 
Commissioner's Docket No.3, opened Nov. 23, 1887 to August 10, 
1889. Handwritten entries in large notebook. 
The Commissioner system began in 1793; it was extended by Act of 
1812 to taking bail and affadavits in civil causes and. later to issuing 
warrents and acting as Justices of the Peace. Commissioners were 
authorized to try some cases by 1888; appointment was at descretion of 
Circuit Court Judges. Surrency, History of the Federal Courts. 
United States. Constitutional Convention (1787). 
Journal, acts and proceedings of the convention, assembled at 
Philadelphia, Monday, May 14, and dissolved Monday, September 17, 1787, 
which formed the Constitution of the United States ... Boston: Thomas B. 
Wait, 1819. 510 p.; "Published ... conformably to a resolution of Congress 
of March 27, 1818." KF45l0.U54 
"The Journals of the Continental Congress ... certain portions, known 
as the Secret Journals ... were published in four volumes by Wait in 1821." 
Marke 53.This volume contains signature of A.S. Walker (dated June 23, 
1866), who was a Texas lawyer and judge. Lynch 354. 
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United States. Constitutional Convention (1787). 
The records of the Federal convention of 1787, ed. by Hax Farrand. 
New Haven: Yale University Press ... 1911. 3 v. JK141 
Subscriber's edition #21 of 250. Gift of Prof. Thomas Black in 
memory of his father, Charles L. Black. 
United States. Dept. of State. 
The diplomatic correspondence of the United States of America: from 
the signing of the definitive treaty of peace, 10th September, 1783, to 
the adoption of the Constitution, Harch 4, 1789 ... City of Washington: 
Published by J.C. Rives. 1855; 3 v. JX233.A22 
From McLaughlin Collection. Originally published in 7 v.: 1837. 
United States. Pension Bureau. 
A treatise on the practice of the Pension Bureau governing the 
adjudication of the army and navy pensions. Washington: G.P.D., 1898. 
140 p. UB373.A3 
Spine title: Pension practice. 
United States. Supreme Court. 
Reports of cases argued and determined in the Supreme Court of the 
United States: at December term, l861-{1862] by J.S. Black. Washington, 
D.C.: Morrison, 1862-1863. 2 v. KFlOl.U57 
Spine title: Black's reports. "Well done by a master hand." Harke 
62. Original Sheepskin. 
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United States. War Dept. 
Instructions for the government of armies of the United States, in 
the field. Prepared by Francis Lieber, and revised by a board of 
officers. New York: D. Van Nostrand, 1863. 36 p. Cover title: Government 
of armies in the field. KF7204.6 
From McLaughlin Collection. Francis Lieber was a German-American 
scholar and publicist who rendered important services to the government. 
during the Civil War. He had much to do with promoting the study of 
international law ... Marke 399, 1105. 
Va11arta, Ingnacio Luis 1830-1893. 
El Juicio de amparo y el writ of habeas corpus: ensayo 
critico-comparativo sobre esos recursos constitucionales. Mexico: Imp. de 
Francisco Diaz de Leon, 1881. 542 p. KG352l.V34 
Mexican Law. 
Vatte1, Emer de, 1714-1767. 
Le droit des gens: Principes de la 10i naturelle appliques a la 
conduite et aux affaires des nations et des souverains. Nouv. ed. 
t Precedee d'un essai et d'une dissertation (de l'auteur), accompagnee des 
notes de Pinheiro-Ferreira et du baron de Chambrier gens par Sir James 
Mackintosh (traduction nouvelle), ... par M.P. Pradier-Fodere. Paris: 
Librairie de Gui1laumin et cie, 1863. 3 v. JX2414.V37 
French edition of Swiss Jurist-writer's Laws of Nations including.a 
new French translation of Mackintosh's Discourse, and Pinheiro-FerreIra'S 
notes and other writings on the topic. Marke 583. From McLaughlin 
Collection. 
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Vatte1, Emer de, 1714-1767. 
The law of nations: or, Principles of the law of nature, applied to 
the conduct and affairs of nations and sovereigns. Northampton, Hass.: 
Published by S. Butler, 1820. 560 p. "Translated from the French." 
JX24l4. V37 
Gift of Prof. H. G. Reuschlein. Listed as a rare American text. 
Hersky 37 "[Vattel) has done for the morality of Nations, what Paley did 
for the morality of individuals ... " Harvin 706 " ... a work of the first 
magnitude. It modernized the whole theory and business. of International 
Law, brought it out of the study into the field ... " Hacdonell 504. 
Villari, Pasquale, 1827-1917. 
The life and times of Niccolo Hachiavelli; translated by Linda 
Villari. Popular edition. New York: Scribner's Sons, 1898. 2 v. in 1, 
[29) leaves of plates. DG738.l4.H2 V44 
From HcLaughlin Collection; uncut pages. 
Ward, R. Plumer (Robert Plumer), 1765-1846. 
A treatise of the relative rights and duties of belligerent and 
neutral powers, in maritime affairs: in which the principles of armed 
neutralities, and the opinions of Hubner and Schlegel are fully 
discussed. London: Printed for J. Butterworth ... 1801. 172 p. JX52l1.W37 
Gilt spine title: Ward's treatise. From HcLaughlin Collection. 
Harvin 717. 
Warren, Samuel, 1807-1877. 
The opium question. 2nd ed. London: J. Ridgway, 1840; 130 p. 
DS757.5.W35 
From the HcLaughlin Collection. Noted author, who was a member of 
the English Bar, wrote this pamphlet. 
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Wellman, Francis Lewis, 1854-1942. 
The art of cross-examination: with the cross-examinations of 
important witnesses in some celebrated cases. New and enl. ed. 
Birmingham, Ala.: Legal C1assis Library, 1983. 404 p. "Notes from the 
editors" booklet. KF8920.W44 
Special limited edition reprint. Originally published: New York: 
Macmillan, 1904. 
Wells, John G. 
Wells' every man his own lawyer and business form book: a complete 
guide in all matters of law and business negotiations, for every state in 
the Union. New ed., rev. and enl. New York: B.W. Hitchcock, 1868. 660 p. 
KF387.W44 
Gift of T. Phillips. 
Wendt, Ernst Emil. 
Papers on maritime legislation: with a translation of the German 
mercantile law relating to maritime commerce. 2nd ed. London: Longmans, 
Green, 1871. 324 p. JX4411.W46 
Marke 628. 
Wernse, William F., editor. 
The American law digest and legal directory, New York: W.F.Wernse; 
St. Louis: Bankers' Pub. Co., 1891. 1 v. Added t.p.: Wernse's Legal 
directory. Eleventh year. KF879.A2 
Part one contains a summary of the commercial law of the states and 
territories. Part two is a list of business attorneys by county and town. 
Also includes a brief synopsis of the commercial and collection laws and 
a list of lawyers of the provinces of British North America. 
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Wharton, Francis, 1820-1889. 
A treatise on medical jurisprudence by Francis Wharton and Moreton 
Stille. Philadelphia: Kay, 1855. 815 p. RA1051.W52 
"A lawyer and a physician united to produce in 1855 the voluminous 
and admirable general treatise, Wharton and Stille's Medical 
Jurisprudence ... , which both professions accept[ed] as one of the highest 
standard authorities." Harke 722. This is first edition of 3 which 
Wharton issued. 
Wharton, Francis, 1820-1889. (Editor) 
" 
The Revolutionary diplomatic correspondence of the United States, 
with preliminary index, and notes historical and legal. Washington: U.S. 
G.P.O., 1889. 6 v. JX233.A55 
From McLaughlin Collection; V. 1 contains "A brief sketch of the 
life of Francis Wharton" by John Bassett Moore and "Patches on the 
Constitution" by Francis Wharton. 
Wheaton, Henry, 1785-1848. 
Histoire des progres du droit des gens en Eurpoe et en Amberique 
depuis la paix de Westphalie jusqu' a nos jours: avec une introduction 
sur les progres du droit des gens en Europe avant la paix de Westphalie. 
4 ed. Leipzig: F.A. Brockhaus, 1865. 2 v. in 1. JX2495.W32 
From McLaughlin Collection. Important American legal author. Marke 
1138. " .. . his writings on international law [are entitled] to more than 
ordinary consideration." Marvin 728. 
White, Joesph M., 1781-1839. 
A new collection of laws, charters and local ordinances ... of Great 
Britain, France and Spain: relating to the concessions of land in their 
respective colonies, together with the laws of Mexico and Texas on the 
same subject ... Judge Johnson's translation of Azo and Manuel's Institutes 
of the civil law of Spain. Philadelphia: Johnson, 1839. 2 v.; K738.A7 W58 
Spine title: White's recopilacion. Marvin 730. Marke 800, 897. 
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White, John Preston, 1832-1905 
, l 
The Code of criminal procedure of the state of Texas: adopted at the 
regular session of the Twenty-fourth Leglslature~ 1895, with all . 
amendments and new laws passed by the Twenti~fifth regular and called. 
sessions . .. annotated to include the thirty-ninth volume of the Texas' 
Criminal Reports, .. . forms for all pleading, process and practice 
following each .particular article of the code. [Austin, Tex.]: Gammel 
Book Co., 1900. 1022 p. Spine title: White's Criminal procedure, 
annotated. KFt1775.A33l4A2 
White was a presiding judge of the Texas Court of Appeals. Lynch 
336. 
White, John Preston. 1832-1905 
The Penal Code of the state of Texas: adopted at the regular session 
of the Twenty-fourth Legislature, 1895: annc:>.tated to include the 35 yolo 
Texas Criminal Reports, together with forms for indictments following 
each offense named in the Code. Austin, Tex.: E. von Boeckmann, 1897, 
c1896. 761 p. KFT176l.A3 . 
First edition of White's Annotated Texas Penal Code. 
White, John Preston. 1832-1905 
The Penal Code of the state of Texas: adopted at the regular session 
of the Twenty-fourth Legislature, with addenda including the 
Twenty-fifth, Twenty-sixth and Twenty-seventh Legislatures ... 4lst volume 
Texas Criminal Reports ... 2nd ed. Austin, Tex.: Gammel Book Co., 1901 .. 
211, 761 p. in one vol. KFT1761.A3 
Spine title: White's annotated Texas Penal Code. Original sheepskin. 
Winthrop, William, 1831-1899. 
Hilitary law and precedents. Birmingham, Ala.: Legal Classic~ 
Library, 1988. Notes from editors booklet. 1111 p. KF7609.W563 
Special limited edition reproduction of the 2nd ed. publisheq in. 
1920 by the Govt.'Print. Off. 
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